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Allogeneic CD19-specific chimeric antigen receptor (CAR)
T cells with inactivated donor T cell receptor (TCR) expression
can be used as an “off-the-shelf” therapeutic modality for
lymphoid malignancies, thus offering an attractive alternative
to autologous, patient-derived T cells. Current approaches
for T cell engineering mainly rely on the use of viral vectors.
Here, we optimized and validated a non-viral genetic modifica-
tion platform based on Sleeping Beauty (SB) transposons
delivered with minicircles to express CD19-28z.CAR and
CRISPR-Cas9 ribonucleoparticles to inactivate allogeneic
TCRs. Efficient TCR gene disruption was achieved with mini-
mal cytotoxicity and with attainment of robust and stable
CD19-28z.CAR expression. The CAR T cells were responsive
to CD19+ tumor cells with antitumor activities that induced
complete tumor remission in NALM6 tumor-bearing mice
while significantly reducing TCR alloreactivity and GvHD
development. Single CAR signaling induced the similar T cell
signaling signatures in TCR-disrupted CAR T cells and control
CAR T cells. In contrast, TCR disruption inhibited T cell
signaling/protein phosphorylation compared with the control
CAR T cells during dual CAR/TCR signaling. This non-viral
SB transposon-CRISPR-Cas9 combination strategy serves as
an alternative for generating next-generation CD19-specific
CAR T while reducing GvHD risk and easing potential
manufacturing constraints intrinsic to viral vectors.

INTRODUCTION
Chimeric antigen receptor (CAR) T cell adoptive immunotherapy has
emerged as a promising therapeutic modality for lymphoid malig-
nancies.1,2 The US Food and Drug Administration and the European
Medicines Agency have approved CAR T cell products for refractory
cell precursor acute lymphoblastic leukemia and large B cell
lymphoma.3,4 Nevertheless, specific challenges hamper widespread
use of CAR T cell therapy, including dependency on autologous pa-
tient-specific T cells and substantial inter-patient variability. Particu-
larly for pediatric and heavily treated patients who previously
received chemotherapies and/or stem cell transplantation, the result-
ing lymphopenic conditions may lead to inadequate T cell numbers,
suboptimal CAR T cell functions, and unsuccessful CAR T cell pro-
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duction.5–8 Although use of allogeneic CAR T cells could overcome
some of the limitations of autologous, patient-specific CAR
T cells,9,10 allogeneic T cell transplantation triggers graft-versus-
host disease (GvHD) because of HLA-mismatched a/b T cells.11–15

Of note, depletion of a/b T cells alleviates GvHD effects,16,17 and
TCR ablation in T cells prevents GvHD in mice.18–20

Several strategies of endogenous TCR inactivation in allogeneic CAR
T cells have been reported to augment the safety and efficacy of
adoptive immunotherapy and minimize GvHD risk. The current ap-
proaches largely rely on the combination of clustered regularly inter-
spaced short palindromic repeats (CRISPR)/CRISPR-associated pro-
tein 9 (Cas9) technology and viral vector transduction for TCR
disruption and CAR expression in allogeneic T cells, respec-
tively.9,19,21,22 Despite the successes of CAR T cell manufacturing
and therapeutic applications, there is an unmet need to overcome
the limitations caused by viral vectors including complex large-scale
manufacturing of viral vectors and rigorous biosafety testing to
exclude the presence of replication-competent retroviruses.23–26 As
an alternative for gene delivery, the use of transposons offers a num-
ber of distinct advantages over viral vector-based approaches,
including larger cargo capacity to deliver multiple transgenes, reliance
on cost-effective non-viral transfection strategies and their relatively
random integration profiles compared with the biased integration
pattern of integrating viral vectors.27–33 These advantages could
greatly facilitate vector manufacturing and simplify regulatory
approval on the path to clinical translation.34 Nevertheless, to our
knowledge, combining transposons with CRISPR-Cas9 technologies
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Figure 1. CRISIPR-Cas9-mediated single-gene KO in human CD8+ T cells using RNP particles

After 48 h post-CD3/CD28 stimulation, 5� 105 humanCD8+ T cells were subjected to nucleofection of 70 pmol TRAC- or TRBC2-targeting RNP particles (Cas9:sgRNA ratio

of 1:1). (A) Schematic representation of TCRa/b and CD3 coexpression in TRAC-targeting TCR-1 (left) or scrambled control (right) RNP-transfected cells. (B) Percentages of

TCRa/bneg (left) and CD3neg (right) T cell population by flow cytometry after 48 h post-TRAC-targeting RNP nucleofection. (C) Percentages of TCRa/bneg (left) and CD3neg

(legend continued on next page)
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for the manufacturing of allogeneic TCR knockout (TCR KO) CAR
T cells has not yet been explored.35

Here, we describe the optimization and validation of non-viral system
based on (1) Sleeping Beauty (SB) transposon31,36-mediated expres-
sion of CD19-targeted CAR and (2) targeted inactivation of endoge-
nous TCR genes using CRISPR-Cas9-ribonucleoparticles (RNPs) for
engineering human “off-the-shelf” CAR T cell devoid of endogenous
TCR. The resulting CAR T cells are highly functional against CD19-
expressing target cells and CD19+ tumor-bearing mice for tumor
eradication with reduced TCR alloreactivity and GvHD development.
Moreover, a comprehensive molecular analysis was performed to
examine the downstream signaling effects in the TCR-disrupted
CAR T cells.

RESULTS
CRISPR-Cas9 RNP for single- and dual-gene disruption in

human T cells

We first screened different single-guide RNAs (sgRNAs) specifically
designed to target the TRAC and TRBC2 genes in the HEK293 cell
line using a T7 endonuclease 1 assay (Tables S1 and S2). TRAC and
TRBC2 gene disruption was readily detectable in most TCR-targeted
guide RNA (gRNA) groups (4/5 TRAC-targeting sgRNAs; 6/6
TRBC2-targeting sgRNAs) (Figure S1). The indel percentages of
TCR-1 and TCR-5 gRNAs targeting the TRAC gene and TCR-8,
TCR-9, TCR-10, and TCR-11 gRNAs targeting TRBC2 gene were
higher compared with those achieved using the other gRNAs
(Figures S1C–S1D). We therefore selected the TCR-1, TCR-5,
TCR-8, TCR-9, TCR-10, and TCR-11 gRNAs for subsequent TCR
disruption in human CD8+ T cells.

CRISPR-Cas9 RNP complexes composed of TCR-targeting gRNA
and purified Cas9 protein (TCR RNP) were nucleofected into
T cells. TRAC-targeting TCR-1 and TCR-5 RNPs led to �80%
TCR-negative (TCRneg) T cells (Figures 1A and 1B). TRBC2-targeting
TCR-10 and TCR-11 RNPs unexpectedly outperformed TCR-8 and
TCR-9 (in contrast to the results obtained in HEK293 cells) and re-
sulted in �20%–50% TCRneg T cells for TCR-10/TCR-11 as opposed
to 15%–38% for TCR-8/TCR-9 (Figures 1C and S2A). Loss of TCR
expression after TCR disruption is consistent with a significant in-
crease in CD3-negative (CD3neg) T cells (Figures 1A–1C). TCR
downregulation impairs TCR/CD3 complex formation, which in
turn results in decreased CD3 expression.37 The loss of TCR expres-
sion following TCR RNP delivery correlated with 50%–70%
and �30%–40% indel percentages in TRAC and TRBC2 genes,
respectively (Figures 1D, 1E, S2C, and S2D). Deep sequencing
(right) T cell population by flow cytometry analysis 48 h post-nucleofection with TRBC2 R

(T7E1) assay after 48 h of TRAC-targeting (left) or TRBC2-targeting (right) RNP nucleofe

donors. (E) Quantitative analysis of indel mutation percentage in TRAC (left) and TRBC2

analysis of indel mutation percentage in TRAC and TRBC2 genes detected by deep se

relative to the size of indels in TRAC and TRBC2 genes detected by deep sequencing a

dependent donors. (H) Schematic representation of mutated DNA sequences in TRAC

means ± SEM (n = 5 biologically independent donors); Student’s t test: **p < 0.01, ***p
confirmed on-target TCR disruption, corresponding to 60%–70%
and 20%–60% for TRAC and TRBC2 targeting, respectively (Fig-
ure 1F). Most indels ranged from 1 to 10 nucleotides (Figures 1G
and 1H), resulting in frameshift variants and in-frame deletions
(Table S3). Overall cell viability was comparable among all condi-
tions, indicating that TCR disruption after CRISPR-Cas9 RNP trans-
fection did not lead to any discernable cytotoxicity (Figure S3).

To broaden the versatility of the approach, we investigated whether
the CRISPR-Cas9 RNP platform allows for efficient simultaneous
disruption of multiple target genes in human CD8+ T cells. Simulta-
neous targeting of both the TRAC and TRBC2 loci did not signifi-
cantly increase the percentages of TCRneg or CD3neg T cells compared
with using only a single TCR-11 RNP (Figure S4). Based on this
finding, we used a single TCR-specific gRNA (TCR-1-targeting
TRAC) for TCR gene inactivation in subsequent experiments.

Non-viral transfection of a transgene of interest in the TCRneg

cells

We subsequently optimized the platform to efficiently deliver any
transgene of interest in the CRISPR-Cas9-modified TCR/CD3neg

T cells. The commercially available pmaxGFP plasmid was selected
for the platform optimization owing to its robust GFP reporter
expression in a broad range of cells, including T cells, and its availabil-
ity for instant use. The use of pmaxGFP described in previous studies
highlights its convenience for platform optimization and serves as a
benchmark to compare study outcomes by using the same standard-
ized vector design and reporter gene.38–41 The first strategy was based
on a single co-transfection of CRISPR-Cas9 RNP and a GFP reporter
plasmid (pmaxGFP) (Figure S5A, upper), which led to only �8.3% ±

2.27% GFP+CD3neg T cells in the pmaxGFP/TCR-1 RNP-transfected
group (Figure S5B, left). The total percentage of CD3neg T cells was
not significantly different between the pmaxGFP/TCR-1 RNP-treated
groups and TCR-1 RNP controls, suggesting that pmaxGFP co-trans-
fection did not interfere with the efficiency of TCR-1 RNP-mediated
gene disruption (Figure S5C, left). In contrast, the total GFP+ fraction
in the pmaxGFP/scrambled RNP group was 5.4-fold greater than in
the pmaxGFP/TCR-1 RNP group (Figure S5D, left), indicating that
the TCR CRISPR-Cas9 components attenuated the efficacy of GFP
transfection and/or expression during nucleofection.

Since themajor difference between the TCR-1 and the scrambled gRNA
is the targeting sequence (TCR-targeting versus non-targeting se-
quences), we tested the hypothesis ofwhether it is restricted toTCR-tar-
geting gRNA or whether it represents a more general phenomenon,
irrespective of the gRNA and its target sequence. Therefore, an
NP. (D) Schematic representatives of indel mutation detected by T7 endonuclease 1

ction. The indel percentage values are the averages of five biologically independent

(right) genes detected by T7E1 assay after 48 h post-nucleofection. (F) Quantitative

quencing analysis after 48 h post-RNP nucleofection. (G) Indel mutation frequency

nalysis after 48 h post-nucleofection. Data are representative of five biologically in-

(left) and TRBC2 (right) after TCR-targeting RNP nucleofection. Data are shown as

< 0.001, ****p < 0.0001.
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additional experimentwas carried out by co-transfection of (1) 70 pmol
TRAC-targetingTCR-1, programmedcell deathprotein 1 (PD1)-target-
ing PD1-5 (i.e., the PD1 KO activity was experimentally validated pre-
viously; representing a gene-targeting gRNA that is not relevant to TCR
KO), or non-targeting scrambleRNP(gRNA:Cas9= 1:1), and (2) 500ng
of pmaxGFP into human T cells (Figures S6A–S6C). Forty-eight hours
post-transfection, both PD1/pmaxGFP- and TCR/pmaxGFP-trans-
fected cells revealed a pronounced decrease in total GFP+ population
compared with the scrambled control/pmaxGFP group (Figures S6A
and S6C). This indicates that the reduction of GFP transfection effi-
ciency is not restricted to TCR targeting per se but may represent a
more general phenomenon associated with CRISPR-Cas9-mediated
gene targeting, irrespective of the gRNA and its target sequence. The
exact reason is not clear and beyond the scope of this study but may
be related to the cellular response following induction of dsDNA
breaks.42

Then we investigated whether the Cas9 dosage titration can improve
the GFP transfection efficiency while maintaining a relatively robust
TCR KO efficiency (Figure S6D). Our result showed that a reduction
of Cas9 to 35 and 17.5 pmol during a single nucleofection enhanced
the total GFP+ population to�60% (Figure S6D, circular orange line)
but inevitably compromised �20% of TCR gene disruption (Fig-
ure S6D, squared blue line).

The second strategy was based on sequential delivery of CRISPR-Cas9
RNP and pmaxGFP (24 h later) to generate GFP+TCR/CD3neg T cells
(Figure S5A, middle). This approach yielded 53.7% ± 5.49%
GFP+CD3neg T cells in the pmaxGFP/TCR-1 RNP-transfected group,
which was 7.8-fold higher compared with the pmaxGFP/scrambled
RNP-transfected group (Figure S5B, middle). Similar levels of total
CD3neg T cells (Figure S5C, middle) and total GFP+ T cells (Fig-
ure S5D, middle) were observed between the TCR-1 RNP/
pmaxGFP and control groups. This pattern suggests that pmaxGFP
transfection did not interfere with the efficiency of TCR-1 RNP-medi-
ated gene disruption and vice versa.

To further increase the overall yield of GFP+TCR/CD3neg T cell
production, CD3neg cells were specifically enriched by CD3+ T cell
depletion using magnetic activated cell sorting (MACS) in TCR-1
RNP-transfected T cells before pmaxGFP transfection (Figure S5A,
lower). Up to 80% GFP+CD3neg T cells could be obtained following
pmaxGFP/TCR-1 RNP transfection (Figure S5B, right). We also
consistently observed equivalent percentages of total CD3+ T cells
and GFP+ T cells between TCR-1 RNP/pmaxGFP and the corre-
sponding control groups (Figures S5C, right and S5D, right). Deple-
tion of CD3+ T cells led to a�1.5-fold increase in GFP+TCR/CD3neg

T cell purity compared with sequential transfection of the bulk het-
erogeneous CD3+/CD3neg T cell population (Figures S5E and S5F).
The overall transfection efficiency of pmaxGFP was unexpectedly
enhanced �1.5-fold after CD3neg enrichment (Figure S5G). Despite
the comparable cell viability (Figure S7), a gradual decrease in total
GFP+CD3neg T cell numbers after CD3+ T cell depletion was
apparent, indicating a loss of cells during cell processing (Figure S5H).
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Rapid production of TCRKOCAR T cells targeting CD19 antigen

for transient CAR expression

We employed the optimized sequential transfection approach to
generate CD19-specific CAR T cells devoid of TCR expression
(CD19-28z.CAR/TCR KO). For this purpose, we replaced the
pmaxGFP plasmid with a minicircle (mc) DNA encoding a CD19-
specific CAR fused to a GFP reporter gene via a T2A self-cleaving
peptide, under the control of the hybrid elongation factor 1/human
T cell leukemia virus promoter. The resulting mc plasmid, which
was devoid of bacterial backbone DNA, was designated as
mcCD19-28z.CAR (Figure 2A). The main advantages of mcDNA
are its superior transfection efficiency and amelioration of the cellular
toxicity caused by the bacterial backbone in conventional plasmids.43

Due to the differences in DNA size, vector design, and/or promoter
strength when comparing mcCD19-28z.CAR vector with pmaxGFP,
a dose-dependent transfection study was therefore carried out to
assess the optimal DNA amount of the mcCD19-28z.CAR vector
for achieving high transfection efficiency (Figure S8A). The results
showed that, to obtain similar transfection efficiencies as pmaxGFP
(i.e., �60%), the mcCD19-28z.CAR vector required a 2-fold higher
DNA dose compared with the amount of pmaxGFP plasmid used
(i.e., 1 mgmcCD19-28z.CAR versus 500 ng pmaxGFP; Figure S8A, or-
ange line). We therefore selected the dose of 1 mg mcCD19-28z.CAR
vector per 5 � 105 T cells for CAR T cell manufacturing in the sub-
sequent experiments. As expected, CAR expression correlated
directly with GFP (Figure S8B), supporting use of GFP as a surrogate
marker for CAR expression in the subsequent experiments.

Consistent with our result obtained from the platform optimization
experiment using pmaxGFP plasmid (Figures S5B–S5D, left), the sin-
gle nucleofection of mcCD19-28z.CAR/TCR-1 RNP components is
relatively inefficient to generate the CD19-28z.CAR/TCR KO
T cells (Figures S9A–S9C). This justifies the use of sequential nucle-
ofection platform for robust CAR/TCR KO production in the subse-
quent experiments (Figure 2B). Sequential transfection of T cells with
TCR-1 or scrambled control RNP followed by mcCD19-28z.CAR re-
sulted in �60%–70% of the target cell population (i.e., CAR+CD3neg

population for mcCD19-28z.CAR/TCR-1 transfection; CAR+CD3+
population for mcCD19-28z.CAR/scrambled control transfection)
(Figures 2C and 2D, left) and comparable amounts of total CAR
T cells (both CD3neg and CD3+) (Figure 2D, middle). Similar per-
centages of total CD3neg T cells were obtained from the mcCD19-
28z.CAR/TCR-1 RNP and mock/TCR-1 RNP control transfection,
suggesting that TCR disruption was unaffected by mcCD19-
28z.CAR DNA transfection (Figure 2D, right). Interestingly, in the
CD19-28z.CAR/TCR KO T cells, which are mostly CD3neg, the per-
centage of CAR expression gated in the CD3neg fraction was signifi-
cantly higher than that in the CD3+ fraction (Figure S9D).
Conversely, in the CD19-28z.CAR/scrambled control T cells, which
are predominately CD3+, a significant increase in CAR expression
was observed in the CD3+ fraction compared with the CD3neg frac-
tion (Figure S9D). CAR T cells consisted mainly of the stem cell-
like memory (Tscm) (CD45RA+CD45RO+/negCD62L+CD95+)
subset, and less central memory (CD45RO+CD62L+CD95+), effector



Figure 2. Production and characterization of CD19-specific CAR/TCR KO T cells using the non-viral CRISPR-Cas9 RNP-mc vector platform for transient

CAR expression

(A) Schematic representation of the mcDNA vector generated from the parental plasmid via site-specific recombination, which further removed the bacterial backbone and

minimized the overall vector size. Specifically, the mcCD19-28z.CAR vector contains a single multicistronic construct under the regulation of elongation factor 1 alpha-HTLV

(EF1/HTLV). The CD19-28z.CAR and GFP reporter genes are linked via a self-cleavable 2A peptide. The expression cassette is flanked with IR/DR inverted repeats. (B) Sche-

matic representation of the CAR T cell production method: 5� 105 stimulated human CD8+ T cells were subjected to nucleofection of 70 pmol of TCR-1 RNP. Twenty-four

hours later, the cells were electroporated with 1 mg of mcCD19-28z.CAR. Next day, the cells were harvested for flow cytometry analysis and functionality tests. (C) Schematic

flow cytometric plot. (D) Percentages of (left) fractioned CAR/CD3neg and CAR/CD3+ cells, (middle) total CAR+ cells, and (right) total CD3+ cells in CD19-28z.CAR/TCR KO,

CD19-28z.CAR/scrambled control, mock/TCR KO, and mock/scrambled control T cells analyzed by flow cytometry at 24 h post-transfection. (E) Immunophenotyping anal-

ysis of (left) T cell memory markers and (right) PD1, CTLA4, and TIM3 immune checkpoint markers in CD19-28z.CAR/TCR KO and CD19-28z.CAR/scrambled control T cells

at 24 h post-transfection. (F) Cell viability of CD19-28z.CAR/TCR KO, CD19-28z.CAR/scrambled control, mock/TCR KO, and mock/scrambled control T cells at 24 h after

production. Data are shown as means ± SEM (n = 3–6 biologically independent donors); Student’s t test; n.s., not significant.
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memory (Tem) (CD45RO+CD62LnegCD95+), and terminally differ-
entiated effector (CD45RA+CD62LnegCD95+) subsets (Figure 2E,
left). In both CD19-28z.CAR/TCR KO and CD19-28z.CAR/scram-
bled control T cells, expression of PD1 and CTLA4 was barely
discernible, whereas TIM3 expression was moderate (Figure 2E,
right). Cell viability declined to 32.3%–49.6% in the CD19-
28z.CAR/TCR KO and CD19-28z.CAR/scrambled groups, consistent
with DNA-induced toxicity (Figure 2F).
Transiently expressed CD19-28z.CAR/TCR KO T cells with

antitumor functions in vitro

To characterize the functionality of CD19-28z.CAR/TCR KO and
CD19-28z.CAR/scrambled T cells, we assessed their upregulation of
the CD107a degranulation marker, oncolytic effect, and cytokine
secretion pattern (Figure 3A). After a short incubation with CD19-ex-
pressing K562-CD19t, Raji, and NALM6 tumor cells (Figure S10),
CD107a expression markedly increased in the CD19-28z.CAR/TCR
Molecular Therapy Vol. 30 No 10 October 2022 3159
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Figure 3. Transiently expressed CD19-redirected CAR/TCR KO T cells demonstrated a potent antitumor effect in response to CD19 antigen

(A) Schematic representation of experimental design. CD19-CAR/TCR KO, CD19-CAR/scrambled, mock/TCR KO, or mock/scrambled T cells were cocultured with CD19+

tumor cells (i.e., K562-CD19t, Raji, or NALM6) or CD19neg tumor cells (i.e., K562) at specific effector:tumor cell ratios based on the assays for 6–72 h and were subjected for

subsequent analyses. (B) Percentage of CD107a+ cells upon 6 h of incubation with CD19+ and control tumor cells (*compared with mock/TCR KO group; #compared with

mock/scrambled control group). (C) Effector dose-response-specific lysis of effector cells (*compared with mock/TCR KO group; #compared with mock/scrambled control

group). (D) Comparison of specific lysis of effector cells between incubation with CD19+ and K562 control tumor cells (*compared with K562 control cells). (E) Secretion of

human IFN-g, GM-CSF, and IL-2 cytokines from effector cells in response to target tumor cells (*compared with mock/TCR KO group; #compared with mock/scrambled

control group) after 72 h post-coculture. Data are shown as means ± SEM (n = 3 biologically independent donors); one-way ANOVA with Dunnett’s post hoc; n.s., not sig-

nificant; */#p < 0.05, **/##p < 0.01, ***/###p < 0.001, ****/####p < 0.0001.
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KO and CD19-28z.CAR/scrambled groups compared with K562 con-
trol tumor cells (Figures 3B, S11A, and S11B). In contrast, CD107a
expression was similar among all mock/TCR KO and mock/scram-
bled groups (Figures 3B, S11A, and S11B). Both CD19-28z.CAR/
TCR KO and CD19-28z.CAR/scrambled CAR T cells effectively elim-
inated CD19+ tumor cells in an effector cell dose-dependent fashion
(Figure 3C). Prolonged incubation to 72 h led to a 30%–60% increase
in tumor lysis (Figure S11C). CD19-negative K562 control cells were
resistant to the cytolytic effects of the CD19-28z.CAR/TCR KO or
CD19-28z.CAR/scrambled T cells, indicating that the tumor lysis
was CD19 antigen specific (Figure 3D). Concordantly, co-incubation
with CD19+ tumor cells increased cytokine production (interferon g
3160 Molecular Therapy Vol. 30 No 10 October 2022
[IFN-g], granulocyte-macrophage colony-stimulating factor [GM-
CSF], and interleukin-2 [IL-2]) in CD19-28z.CAR/TCR KO and
CD19-28z.CAR/scrambled CAR T (Figure 3E).

SB-mediated manufacture of CD19-specific CAR/TCR KO

T cells for stable CAR expression

We next adapted our method to generate CD19-28z.CAR/TCR KO
T cells stably expressing CAR using the SB transposon system. The
mcDNA vectors mc-CD19-28z.CAR and mcSB100x harboring hy-
peractive SB100x transposase were co-transfected into CD8+ T cells
initially transfected with TCR-1 or with scrambled RNPs as control
(Figures 4A and 4B). The resulting transfected cells (designated as



Figure 4. Production and characterization of CD19-specific CAR/TCR KO T cells using the non-viral CRISPR-Cas9 RNP-mcSB transposon platform for

sustained CAR expression

(A) Schematic representation of the mcDNA vector generated from the parental plasmid via site-specific recombination, which further removed the bacterial backbone and

minimized the overall vector size. The production of mcCD19-28z.CAR vector was described previously (Figure 2A).The mcSB100x vector harbors the gene encoding

hyperactive SB100x transposase to modulate SB transposition driven by the cytomegalovirus (CMV) promotor. (B) Schematic representation of CAR T cell production

approachwithout early CAR enrichment: 5� 105 stimulated human CD8+ T cells were subjected to nucleofection of 70 pmol of TCR-1 RNP. Twenty-four hours later, the cells

were transfected with 1 mg of mcCD19-28z.CAR and 0.5 mg of mcSB100x. Subsequently, the CD19-specific CAR T cells were selectively expanded by weekly addition of

100-Gy-irradiated NALM6 feeder cells. Recombinant IL-2, IL-7, and IL-15 cytokines were supplemented to the culture on aMonday/Wednesday/Friday schedule. Onweek 6

post-culture, the CAR+ T cells were enriched using the MACS method by incubating the cells with APC-conjugated recombinant human CD19 protein and magnetic bead-

conjugated anti-APC antibody. The enriched CAR+ cells were rested in complete T cell medium and harvested for flow cytometry analysis and functionality tests. (C) (Left)

Schematic flow cytometric plot, (middle) total CAR+ cell percentage, and (right) total CD3+ cell percentage of CAR T cells before and after CAR+ enrichment by MACS. (D)

Immunophenotyping analysis of (left) T cell memory markers and (right) PD1, CTLA4, and TIM3 immune checkpoint markers of SB-CD19-28z.CAR/TCR KO and SB-CD19-

28z.CAR/scrambled control T cells at 6 weeks post-culture. Data are shown as means ± SEM (n = 3 biologically independent donors); Student’s t test; ***p < 0.001. (E)

Schematic representation of CAR T cell production approach with early CAR enrichment: 5� 105 stimulated human CD8+ or CD3+ T cells were subjected to nucleofection

(legend continued on next page)
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SB-CD19-28z.CAR/TCR KO and SB-CD19-28z.CAR/scrambled)
were then expanded using irradiated NALM6 feeder cells in the pres-
ence of human IL-2, IL-7, IL-15, and IL-21. After 6 weeks of expan-
sion, CAR T cells were enriched byMACS (Figure 4B). This approach
resulted in a �10% weekly increase in the CAR+ T cell fraction (Fig-
ure S12B, left). An average 94- ± 28-fold expansion of CAR T cells in
the bulk SB-CD19-28z.CAR/TCR KO and SB-CD19-28z.CAR/
scrambled control T cell populations was observed at the end of
expansion protocol (Figure S12B, right). Following selective expan-
sion of CAR T cells and CAR enrichment with MACS, up to 89.7%
and 90.6% of the SB-CD19-28z.CAR/TCR KO and SB-CD19-
28z.CAR/scrambled groups expressed CAR (Figure 4C, left and mid-
dle). The SB-CD19-28z.CAR/TCR KO T cells exhibited only very low
TCR expression levels compared with the SB-CD19-28z.CAR/
scrambled T cells (Figure 4C, right), consistent with efficient TCR
disruption in the CAR T cells. Similar results were obtained in the
CAR-enriched and bulk CAR T cell populations (Figure 4C, right).
Both the SB-CD19-28z.CAR/TCR KO and SB-CD19-28z.CAR/
scrambled T cells predominately displayed the Tem phenotype (Fig-
ure 4D, left). PD1 and CTLA4 expression was barely detectable,
whereas relatively high TIM 3 expression was observed in both
effector cells (Figure 4D, right). Hence, the prolonged culture dura-
tion led to a more differentiated memory T cell phenotype and
elevated TIM3 expression. To limit the cell expansion period, an early
CAR+ T cell enrichment step was implemented at 24 h post-transfec-
tion. Subsequently, only the CAR+ T cell fraction was subjected to cell
expansion for 14 days (Figure 4E). This was expected to delay termi-
nal T cell differentiation and exhaustion caused by repeated NALM6
stimulation while attaining a high purity of CAR T cell production.
Notably, using this method, an average of 88.1% ± 3.34% and
84.6% ± 1.42% of CAR expression was achieved after 14 days culture
in SB-CD19-28z.CAR/TCR KO and SB-CD19-28z.CAR/scrambled
cells, respectively (Figure 4F, left). The extent of the T cell expansion
was comparable in both conditions (Figure S12C). In contrast to the
previous approach based on the 6-week culture protocol, the pheno-
types of these CAR T cells were mainly Tscm, and the percentage of
the Tem subset was reduced (Figure 4F, middle). In addition to min-
imal PD1 and CTLA4 expression, the current method also decreased
TIM3 expression by �70% compared with the 6-week culture proto-
col (Figure 4F, right). Similar results were obtained from CD19 CAR
T cells generated from human CD3+ T cells (Figures 4G and S12D–
S12F). Notably, the expansion of CAR T cells obtained from CD3+
T cells was significantly higher compared with CAR T cells produced
from purified CD8+ T cells (Figure S12F). SB-CD19-28z.CAR/TCR
of 70 pmol of TCR-1 RNP. Twenty-four hours later, the cells were transfected with 1 mg

enriched using the MACS method and subsequently expanded by weekly addition of 1

were supplemented to the culture on a Monday/Wednesday/Friday schedule. On week

tionality tests. (F) (Left) Total CAR+ cell percentage, immunophenotyping analysis of (mid

markers in SB-CD19-28z.CAR/TCR KO and SB-CD19-28z.CAR/scrambled control T c

means ± SEM (n = 3 biologically independent donors). (G) (Left) Total CAR+ cell percent

humanCD3+ T cells at 2 weeks post-culture. (H) Quantitative analysis of (left) SB transpo

sion by qPCR assay (Table S4). Data are shown as means ± SEM (n = 3 biologically inde

poson integration site (IS) frequency in the different genomic features between SB-CD1
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KO cells showed a slight difference with respect to CD8+ and
CD4+ composition compared with SB-CD19-28z.CAR/scrambled
cells, whereas the distribution of other T cell subsets was comparable
among the groups (Figure 4G, right). Analysis of genomic DNA from
SB-CD19-28z.CAR/TCR KO and SB-CD19-28z.CAR/scrambled cells
(Table S4) indicated similar SB transposon copies (Figure 4H, left)
and gradual loss of the transposase-encoding SB100x plasmid toward
the end of the culture (Figure 4H, right). This disappearance of the
transposase-encoding plasmid is a built-in self-limiting safety feature
preventing continuous transposition in the transfected T cells.

The method of CAR T cell manufacturing described in our study is
based on sequential electroporation of TRAC-targeted CRISPR
RNP for TCR ablation and SB transposon/transposase DNA for
CAR expression. Since the time interval between the CRISPR-medi-
ated gene targeting and the SB transposon transfection is �24 h, we
agree with the reviewer that it cannot be excluded a priori that
CRISPR-Cas9 activity may alter the overall SB transposon integration
pattern. Moreover, CRISPR-Cas9-mediated double-stranded DNA
breaks at TRAC loci (TRAC DSB) may potentially favor preferential
SB transposon integration into these TRAC DSB regions since DSBs
are known to “capture” exogenous DNA.42,44 Hence, this could lead
to differences in SB transposon integration profiles in the SB-
CD19-28z.CAR/TCR KO T cells compared with the SB-CD19-
28z.CAR/scrambled control T cells. To determine the effect of
CRISPR-Cas9 activity on SB transposon insertion profiles in T cells,
an unbiased genome-wide integration site analysis (ISA) of genomic
DNA samples obtained from the SB-CD19-28z.CAR/TCR KO T cells
and the SB-CD19-28z.CAR/scrambled control T cells was carried out.
The ISA data showed that the relative frequencies of transgene inser-
tion into different genomic features in the SB-CD19-28z.CAR/TCR
KO T cells and the SB-CD19-28z.CAR/scrambled T cells control
are highly similar (Figures 4I and S13A). The integration profile of
the SB transposon vector in both samples displayed 51% of integra-
tion site (IS) in gene coding regions, of which 49% of ISs are located
within intronic and 2% within exonic regions. The remaining 49% of
ISs were found outside of the gene body with highly similar percent-
ages of IS found either upstream of a transcriptional start site (TSS)
(24%) or downstream of a gene (25%) (Figure S13A, upper). When
compared with typical gammaretroviral and lentiviral profiles,45–47

these SB transposon-modified CAR T cells have lower insertion site
proportions in gene coding regions, indicating lower preference to-
ward transcription active parts of the genome. Consistently, ISs
were detected across all chromosomes and are found to be in line
of mcCD19-28z.CAR and 0.5 mg of mcSB100x. Next day, only CAR+ T cells were

00-Gy-irradiated NALM6 feeder cells. Recombinant IL-2, IL-7, and IL-15 cytokines

2 post-culture, the CAR T cells were harvested for flow cytometry analysis and func-

dle) T cell memory markers, and (right) PD1, CTLA4, and TIM3 immune checkpoint

ells generated from human CD8+ T cells at 2 weeks post-culture. Data are shown as

age and (right) cellular composition of CD4+ and CD8+ CAR T cells generated from

son copy number and (right) SB100x transposase after 6 weeks of CAR T cell expan-

pendent donors); Student’s t test; n.s., not significant. (I) Fold difference of SB trans-

9-28z.CAR/TCR KO versus SB-CD19-28z.CAR/scrambled control T cells.



Figure 5. SB-CD19-28z.CAR/TCR KO were responsive to CD19-expressing tumor cells and displayed antigen-dependent effector functions

(A) Percentage of CD107a+ cells upon 6 h of incubation with CD19+ or K562 control tumor cells (*compared with mock/TCR KO group; #compared with mock/scrambled

control group). (B) Effector dose-response-specific lysis of effector cells after 48 h of incubation with CD19+ or K562 control tumor cells. One-way ANOVA with Dunnett’s

post-hoc (*compared with mock/TCR KO group; #compared with mock/scrambled control group). (C) Comparison of specific lysis of effector cells between incubation with

CD19+ and K562 control tumor cells. One-way ANOVA with Dunnett’s post-hoc (*compared with K562 control group). (D) Secretion of human IFN-g, GM-CSF, and TNF-a

cytokines from effector cells in response to target tumor cells after 72 h post-coculture. One-way ANOVA with Dunnett’s post-hoc (*compared with mock/TCR KO group;

#compared with mock/scrambled control group). (E) (Left) Schematic flow cytometric plot on day 4 post-incubation and (right) percentages of proliferating effector cells after

contact with CD19-depleted allogeneic PBMCs (allo-PBMCs) at different time points. Student’s t test (*compared with SB-CD19-28z.CAR/TCR KO at each time point). Data

are shown as means ± SEM (n = 3–4 biologically independent donors); **/##p < 0.01, ***/###p < 0.001, ****/####p < 0.0001.
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with chromosome size, showing comparable frequencies in the SB-
CD19-28z.CAR/TCR KO T cells and the SB-CD19-28z.CAR/scram-
bled T cells (Figure S13A, middle). The integration in both samples
was distributed similarly throughout the gene relative to TSS, showing
a reduced frequency upstream of the TSS (Figure S13A, lower). Both
CAR T cells are highly polyclonal (Figure S13B) and absent of any
integration site showing a relative contribution of >30% (of total
retrieved integration sites) (Figure S13C), suggesting no biased inser-
tion into any specific loci in the genome and clonal expansion. In
particular, we did not observe an integration event within or nearby
TRAC gene in the SB-CD19-28z.CAR/TCR KO T cells (Table S5),
ruling out the possibility of preferential SB transposon insertion at
TRAC DSBs.

The lack of SB transposon integration at TRAC DSBs was further
confirmed using PCR amplification and DNA Sanger sequencing anal-
ysis. First, the plasmid library containing DNA variants derived from
the TRAC DSBs was generated from genomic DNA of the SB-CD19-
28z.CAR/TCR KO and the SB-CD19-28z.CAR/scrambled control
T cells (Figure S14A). Next, we screened at least 100 plasmid clones
Molecular Therapy Vol. 30 No 10 October 2022 3163
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Figure 6. SB-CD19-28z.CAR/TCR KO T cells efficiently rejected CD19+ leukemic cells in vivo

(A) Schematic representation of experimental designwith low tumor burden. Six-week-oldmale NSGmice received 5� 104NALM6 tumor cells expressing luciferase via intra-

venous tail vein injection. Two days post-tumor inoculation, 5� 106 SB-CD19-28z.CAR/TCRKO or SB-CD19-28z.CAR/scrambled control T cells were intravenously infused

into xenograftedmice. For the control groups, the equivalent numbers ofmock/TCRKOormock/scrambled control T cells or equivalent volumes of PBSwere administered to

themice. Non-invasive bioluminescence imaging (BLI) was performedweekly tomonitor the tumor progression over time. (B) RepresentativeBLI of tumor development fromall

groups at different time points. The BLI signals were expressed in average radiance (ph/s/cm2/sr). (C) Quantitative tumor BLI signals from the whole mouse body at different

time points. The BLI signals were expressed in log10(average radiance) (ph/s/cm2/sr). (D) Kaplan-Meier survival curve analysis ofmice from all groups. (E) Quantitative analysis

showing thepresenceofNALM6 tumor cells in bonemarrow, spleen, and liver tissuesof all treated groups at endpoint. For the low tumorburden experiment, data are shownas

means ± SEM (n = 3–4 mice); one-way ANOVA with Dunnett’s post-hoc or log rank test for Kaplan-Meier survival analysis; */#p < 0.05, **/## p < 0.01, ***/###p < 0.001,

****/#### p< 0.0001. (F) Schematic representation of experimental design with high tumor burden. Six-week-old male NSG mice received 1 � 105 NALM6 tumor cells ex-

pressing luciferase via intravenous tail vein injection. Five days post-tumor inoculation, 5 � 106 SB-CD19-28z.CAR/TCR KO or SB-CD19-28z.CAR/scrambled control

(legend continued on next page)
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to assess the presence of the SB transposon at the TRACDSB library us-
ing PCR amplification specific to CAR DNA. The results showed that
the SB transposon integration was undetectable at TRAC DSB regions
in the SB-CD19-28z.CAR/TCR KO T cells (Figures S14B and S14C).
Consistently, the DNA sequencing analysis indicated the absence of
an SB transposon insertion in the TRAC DSBs (Figure S14D).

To evaluate the potential risks of insertional oncogenesis induced by
SB transposon integration, the frequency of insertion sites harbored
in 100 kb proximity to a TSS of the selected cancer-associated genes
was determined. The results demonstrated that, in concordance with
the polyclonal composition of SB-derived CAR T cells, the relative
frequencies of these insertion sites that were found within or close
to the proto-oncogenes, including CCND2 (AS1), HMGA2, LMO2,
MECOM, or MN1, in previous gene therapy trials,29,30,48–51 were
very low (i.e., 0.0004%–0.0195%) (Table S6).

In vitro antitumor effects of SB-modified CD19-redirected CAR

T cells devoid of TCR expression

We then explored whether SB-CD19-28z.CAR/TCR KO T cells were
specifically responsive to CD19 antigen and exerted antitumor func-
tions. CD19-expressing tumor cells induced �20%–40% higher
CD107a expression than K562 control cells in both SB-CD19-
28z.CAR/TCR KO and SB-CD19-28z.CAR/scrambled groups
(Figures 5A, S15A, and S15B). After 48 and 72 h of effector/CD19+ tu-
mor cell coculture, an increase in target lysis was uniquely identified in
the SB-CD19-28z.CAR/TCR KO and SB-CD19 28z.CAR/scrambled
control T cells (Figures 5B and S15C) and positively correlated with
a higher effector-to-target ratio (Figure 5B). Consistent with these
findings, cytolytic functions of SB-CD19-28z.CAR/TCR KO and SB-
CD19-28z.CAR/scrambled T cells were restricted to CD19+ tumor
cells (Figure 5C). In the absence of CAR expression,minimal or no lysis
of CD19+ target cells was apparent, confirming that the specificity of
cell killing was determined by CAR expression (Figure 5C). This result
corresponded with increased IFN-g, GM-CSF, and tumor necrosis fac-
tor alpha (TNF-a) cytokine levels in the SB-CD19-28zCAR/TCR KO
and SB-CD19-28z.CAR/scrambled groups upon exposure to CD19 an-
tigen (Figure 5D). Following co-incubation with CD19-depleted alloge-
neic PBMCs (allo-PBMCs), the TCR ablation significantly decreased
CART cell proliferation comparedwith the SB-CD19-28z.CAR/scram-
bled control T cells in a time-dependent manner (Figure 5E).

Potent in vivo antitumor functions of SB-engineered CD19-

redirected CAR/TCR KO T cells

Next, we assessed the effect of SB-CD19-28z.CAR/TCR KO on CD19+
tumor progression in a xenograft model. For a low tumor burden
setting, we administered 5 � 104 luciferase-expressing NALM6 cells
by intravenous injection into NOD/SCID/IL2r�/� (NSG) male
T cells were intravenously infused into xenografted mice. For the control groups, the eq

volumes of PBS were administered to the mice. (G) Quantitative tumor BLI signals from

log10(average radiance) (ph/s/cm2/sr). (H) Kaplan-Meier survival curve analysis of mic

SEM (n = 6–8 mice); one-way ANOVA with Dunnett’s post-hoc or log rank test for Kapl

< 0.0001.
mice, followed by 5 � 106 SB-CD19-28z.CAR/TCR KO, SB-CD19-
28z.CAR/scrambled, mock/TCR KO, or mock/scrambled T cell
engraftment at 2 days post-NALM6 inoculation. As a negative control,
NALM6-bearing mice were injected with phosphate-buffered saline
(PBS) (Figure 6A). All PBS-injected tumor-bearing mice had a tumor
burden from day 14, whereas most of the mock/TCR KO and mock/
scrambled-treated groups developed tumors on day 42 (Figures 6B
and 6C). In contrast, mice receiving the SB-CD19-28z.CAR/TCR KO
CAR T cells or the SB-CD19-28z.CAR/scrambled control CAR
T cells maintained complete tumor remission over an 11-week period
(Figures 6B and 6C). The absence of tumor burden is consistent with a
significantly prolonged median survival observed in SB-CD19-
28z.CAR/TCR KO or SB-CD19-28z.CAR/scrambled control-injected
groups compared with the control mice (Figure 6D). Moreover,
endpoint examination of CAR T cell-treated mice showed that
NALM6 cells were undetectable in the major lymphoid and non-
lymphoid organs including bone marrow, spleen, and liver tissue
(Figures 6E and S16A). In contrast, a marked accumulation of infil-
trating NALM6 cells was identified in these organs obtained from all
control groups (Figure S16A). In the next experiment, the same thera-
peutic dose of CD19 CAR T cells was tested in the NALM6-bearing
mice with a higher tumor load (i.e., inoculation of 1 � 105 luciferase-
expressing NALM6 cells per mouse; tumor was established for
5 days before CAR T cell infusion) (Figure 6F). Both SB-CD19-
28z.CAR/TCR KO CAR T cells and SB-CD19-28z.CAR/scrambled
control CAR T cells significantly reduced the leukemic burden in the
mice with high tumor load and improved the survival rate compared
with the control groups (Figures 6G, 6H, and S16B), consistent with
the previous low tumor load experiment. Only few mice from these
groups developed leukemia at later time points and had to be eutha-
nized (i.e., two mice from SB-CD19-28z.CAR/TCR KO, euthanized
on day 62 and 95 post-CAR infusion; one mouse from SB-CD19-
28z.CAR/scrambled, euthanized on day 70 post-CAR infusion) (Fig-
ure 6H), indicating that CAR T cells exhibited antitumor effects in
an effector cell dose-dependent manner. Collectively, both the SB-
CD19-28z.CAR/TCR KO and the SB-CD19-28z.CAR/scrambled
control T cells were equally efficient at suppressingNALM6 tumor pro-
gression and improving mouse survival compared with the non-CAR
T cells (i.e., mock/TCR KO and mock/scrambled) and PBS control
groups (Figure 6). Tumor growth of the mock/TCR KO and mock/
scrambled groups was slightly reduced compared with the PBS control
group, due to a CAR-independent T cell-mediated antitumor effect.
TCR disruption in SB-derived CAR T cell-alleviated xenogeneic

GvHD development

We further evaluated whether the SB-CD19-28z.CAR/TCR KO cells
with reduced TCR alloreactivity could lower the risk of GvHD devel-
opment in mice. To induce GvHD, we administered 10 � 106
uivalent numbers of mock/TCR KO or mock/scrambled control T cells or equivalent

the whole mouse body at different time points. The BLI signals were expressed in

e from all groups. For high tumor burden experiment, data are shown as means ±

an-Meier survival analysis; */#p < 0.05, **/##p < 0.01, ***/###p < 0.001, ****/####p
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SB-CD19-28z.CAR/TCR KO or SB-CD19-28z.CAR/scrambled con-
trol T cells into 2-Gy-irradiated NSG mice. Mice receiving only
PBS served as a “healthy” control (Figure 7). Consistent with our
results obtained from the alloreactivity experiment (Figure 5E) and
previous studies,20,22,60 most of the mice (4/6 mice) receiving the
SB-CD19-28z.CAR/scrambled control T cells developed clinical signs
of GvHD and died after 2 months, whereas all SB-CD19-28z.CAR/
TCR KO-treated mice survived and remained disease-free over
3 months (Figure 7A–7C; Table S7). This corresponds with the pres-
ence of characteristic GvHD histopathology findings, including high
infiltration of mononuclear cells in liver and lung, shortening and/or
structural abnormality of intestinal villi, and bronchial luminal nar-
rowing (Figure 7D) in the SB-CD19-28z.CAR/scrambled control
mice, as opposed to the lack of any such pathologies in the SB-
CD19-28z.CAR/TCR KO-treated mice.

Analysis of signaling pathways in T cells engineered with SB-

CD19-28z.CAR in the presence and absenceof endogenous TCR

signaling

Generally, the antileukemic activities of CAR T cells mainly associate
with CAR signaling upon specific tumor antigen recognition. How-
ever, this may not fully recapitulate the current allogeneic CAR treat-
ment where endogenous TCR of donor-derived CAR T cells can be
reactive to viral antigens and/or allo-antigens.61,62 Hence, we believe
that it is strongly necessary and relevant to explore the alteration of
signaling profiles in the CAR/TCR KO cells compared with the
CAR/scrambled control T cells under two different T cell signaling
conditions: single CAR signaling (i.e., by stimulating the cells with
NALM6) (Figure 8A) and dual CAR/endogenous TCR signaling
(i.e., by stimulating the cells with NALM6 cell and anti CD3 antibody)
(Figure 8D). This is aimed at providing a better molecular insight into
allogeneic CAR T cell signaling in the absence and presence of endog-
enous TCR reactivity, respectively. As a negative control, the effector
cells were cultured without stimulus to measure the background sig-
nals from the resting state.

First we assessed the phosphorylation states of essential protein ki-
nases including tyrosine kinase ZAP70 (ZAP70),63 phospholipase
C-g1 (PLCg1),63 and p38 mitogen-activated protein kinase
(MAPK, p38),64 which are responsible for the initiation of T cell
signaling (Table S8). We found that a single CAR signaling induced
by NALM6 stimulation (Figure 8A) enhanced the similar levels of
ZAP70, PLCg1, and p38 protein phosphorylation in the SB-CD19-
28z.CAR/TCR KO and SB-CD19-28z.CAR/scrambled control
T cells (Figures 8B and S17A). The engagement of CAR and/or
TCR to antigens is known to trigger several signaling transduction
pathways that are essential for T cell function. In particular, the phos-
phoinositide 3-kinase (PI3K) signaling pathway plays a crucial role by
promoting effector T cell differentiation and regulating cell prolifer-
ation, apoptosis, and metabolic activity.65,66 Therefore, the transcrip-
tional profiles of genes associated with the PI3K pathway (total 29
genes) were compared in SB-CD19-28z.CAR/TCR KO and SB-
CD19-28z.CAR/scrambled T cells in response to a signal CAR stim-
ulation. As expected, the large majority of PI3K pathway genes
3166 Molecular Therapy Vol. 30 No 10 October 2022
(i.e., 24/29 = 82%) were not differentially expressed between SB-
CD19-28z.CAR/TCR KO and SB-CD19-28z.CAR/scrambled control
T cells, although some differences were apparent. In particular, only
5/29 differentially expressed genes (DEGs) belonging to the PI3K
pathway were identified in the SB-CD19-28z.CAR/TCR KO
compared with the SB-CD19-28z.CAR/scrambled control T cells
following NALM6 stimulation (Figures 8C, S17B, and S17C). This
suggests that, following single CAR signaling when exposed to
CD19 antigen (on NALM6 cells), the SB-CD19-28z.CAR/TCR KO
and the SB-CD19-28z.CAR/scrambled control T cells display compa-
rable molecular signatures of T cell signaling (Figures 8A–8C), consis-
tent with similar antitumor responses (Figure 5).

Nevertheless, dual CAR/endogenous TCR signaling (Figure 8D) led
to a higher ZAP70 and PLCg1 phosphorylation in SB-CD19-
28z.CAR/scrambled T cells versus SB-CD19-28z.CAR/TCR KO
T cells (Figures 8E and S17A), as opposed to a single CAR signaling.
Consistently, comprehensive RNA analysis identified 14/29 DEGs (10
downregulated genes and 4 upregulated genes) belonging to the PI3K
pathway in the SB-CD19-28z.CAR/TCR KO compared with the SB-
CD19-28z.CAR/scrambled cells after simultaneous CAR/endogenous
TCR signaling (Figures 8F, S17B, and S17D). This corresponded with
the transcriptional alteration of the downstream processes that are
associated with the PI3K pathway and influence apoptosis (10/19
DEGs), cell proliferation (12/19 DEGs), and metabolic activity
(8/16 DEGs for glycolysis, 5/5 DEGs for fatty acid synthesis/oxida-
tion, and 4/4 DEGs for amino acid metabolism) (Figures 8F, S17B,
and S17D). Interestingly, the RNA expression fold changes of
DEGs identified during single NALM6 stimulation were further
augmented by additional anti-CD3 stimulation (Figures S17B and
S17D). This suggests that TCR disruption in CAR T cells inhibits
T cell signaling/protein phosphorylation and differential gene expres-
sion that is linked to the PI3K signaling pathway and some of its
downstream processes compared with the control CAR T cells
when endogenous TCR reactivation occurs (Figures 8D–8F and S18).

DISCUSSION
In this study, we validated a non-viral T cell engineering platform
based on SB transposons and CRISPR-Cas9 as a potential universal
off-the-shelf allogeneic CAR T cell therapy. For this purpose, we sta-
bly expressed CD19-CAR genes in purified human T cells using hy-
peractive SB transposons. The use of mc-harboring SB transposons
allowed for superior transfection and transposition rates and reduced
DNA-mediated toxicity compared with the plasmid-based SB trans-
poson.33,67 To minimize GvHD risk, endogenous TCR expression
was inactivated using TCR gene-specific CRISPR-Cas9 RNPs. With
optimized transfection and enrichment schemes, relatively robust
CD19-CAR expression (90%) and TCR inactivation (99% TCRneg)
was achieved. Compared with the sequential transfection approach
used in this study, a simultaneous co-transfection of CRISPR-Cas9
and SB transposon components would be more convenient by
reducing the steps of CAR T cell manufacturing compared with a
sequential transfection method. Simultaneous co-transfection of
CRISPR-Cas9 RNP and linear dsDNA template in human T cells



Figure 7. SB-CD19-28z.CAR/TCR KO T cells

inhibited GvHD development in vivo

Six-week-old male NSG mice were irradiated at a dose of

2 Gy. After 6 h of irradiation, the mice received 10 � 106

SB-CD19-28z.CAR/TCR KO or SB-CD19-28z.CAR/

scrambled control T cell through intravenous administra-

tion. For the healthy control group, equivalent volumes of

PBS were administered to the mice. (A and B) (A) Mouse

body weight change and (B) GvHD clinical scoring were

recorded over time. The GvHD clinical scoring criteria

used in the experiment are described in Table S7.52–54

(C) Kaplan-Meier survival analysis of mice from all groups

(n = 4–6mice); log rank test; *p < 0.05. (D) Histopathology

of intestine, liver, and lung tissues obtained from all

groups. Solid black arrows indicate GvHD pathology,

including high infiltration of mononuclear cells in hepatic

and lung tissues, shortening and/or structural abnormality

of intestinal villi, and bronchial luminal narrowing.55–59 The

corresponding number at each scale bar indicates an im-

age size (mm).
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Figure 8. Effects of single CAR signaling and concomitant CAR/endogenous TCR co-signaling on molecular signature of SB-CD19-28z.CAR/TCR KO and

SB-CD19-28zCAR/scrambled T cells

(A) Schematic representative of experimental design for analysis of single CAR-induced molecular signaling profile. A total of 3 � 106 SB-CD19-28z.CAR/TCR KO or SB-

CD19-28z.CAR/scrambled T cells was stimulated with irradiated NALM6 cell (effector-to-target [E:T] = 1:1) for inducing CAR signaling for 24–48 h. As a negative control of

resting state, CD19CAR T cells were cultured in the absence of stimulus. (B) Quantitative analysis of ZAP70, PLCg1, and p38 protein phosphorylation in CAR T cells after 24 h

of stimulation. (C) Quantitative analysis of RNA expression profiling of selected genes associated with the PI3K signaling pathway, apoptosis, metabolism, and cell prolifer-

ation in SB-CD19-28z.CAR/TCR KO and SB-CD19-28z.CAR/scrambled T cells at 48 h post-stimulation. (D) Schematic representative of experimental design for analysis of

simultaneous CAR/endogenous TCR-inducedmolecular signaling profile. A total of 3� 106 SB-CD19-28z.CAR/TCR KO or SB-CD19-28z.CAR/scrambled T cells was stim-

ulatedwith irradiated NALM6 cell (E:T = 1:1) and anti-CD3 antibody (bead:cell = 1:1) for inducing CAR and endogenous TCR co-signaling for 24–48 h. As a negative control of

resting state, CD19CAR T cells were cultured in the absence of stimulus. (E) Quantitative analysis of ZAP70, PLCg1, and p38 protein phosphorylation in CAR T cells after 24 h

of stimulation. (F) Quantitative analysis of RNA expression profiling of selected genes associated with the PI3K signaling pathway, apoptosis, metabolism, and cell proliferation

in SB-CD19-28z.CAR/TCR KO and SB-CD19-28z.CAR/scrambled T cells at 48 h post-stimulation. Differentially expressed genes (DEGs) are defined as the genes showing

p < 0.05 for differential expression. Data are shown as means ± SEM (n = 3 biologically independent donors); Student’s t test; n.s., not significant; *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01,

***p < 0.001, ****p < 0.0001.
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was demonstrated in a previous study,68 suggesting the feasibility of
this approach. Nevertheless, our study, which is based on a circular
dsDNA (plasmid and mcDNA vector) transfection, clearly showed
that simultaneous transfection of CRISPR-Cas9 RNP and trans-
gene-encoding plasmid/mcDNA was relatively inefficient compared
with a sequential transfection to produce the transgene-expressing
TCR KO T cells (Figures S5B–S5D, left and S9A–S9C). In fact, co-
electroporation of pmaxGFP plasmid and any CRISPR-Cas9 RNPs
resulted in a significant reduction of the total GFP transfection effi-
ciency compared with when the cells were transfected with only the
pmaxGFP plasmid (Figure S5D, left). This suggests that the cellular
uptake of the relatively large circular dsDNA during transfection
could be hampered by the CRISPR-Cas9 RNP components, thereby
compromising the overall efficiency of CAR/TCR KO T cell produc-
tion. Most important, transplantation of CD19-specific CAR/TCRneg

T cells into a xenograft tumor model resulted in efficient CD19-spe-
cific oncolysis in vitro and complete tumor remission in vivo, consis-
tent with increased IFN-g, GM-CSF, and TNF-a production. Most of
the SB-CD19-28z.CAR/TCR KO T cells exhibited a predominant
memory phenotype. Clinical trials have shown that T cell memory
phenotypes correlated with antileukemic response and CAR-T cell
persistence in patients with B cell acute lymphoblastic leukemia.69

Extended periods of CAR-T cell coculture with repeated antigen stim-
ulation led to a relatively robust T cell expansion (100- to 1,000-fold
expansion during a 6-week culture protocol and 10- to 30-fold expan-
sion during a 2-week culture protocol with early CAR+ T cell enrich-
ment. However, prolonged expansion may potentially contribute to
T cell exhaustion.70 Nevertheless, it is encouraging that these in-vi-
tro-expanded CAR/TCR KOT cells remained fully functional, consis-
tent with the absence or low expression of exhaustion markers such as
PD1 and CTLA4. Although relatively high TIM3 expression was
apparent in the CAR T cells based on the 6-week expansion protocol,
this likely resulted from the supplement of IL-2, IL-7, IL-15, and IL-21
cytokines in the culture medium.71 In accordance with our results,
increased TIM3 expression without or only minimal PD1 expression
in CAR T cells did not compromise CAR T cell functionality,60,72 sup-
porting the notion that TIM3 is dispensable for T cell exhaustion.73

The prevailing memory phenotype and absence of a typical T cell
exhaustion profile correlated with the antitumor effects and sustained
and complete tumor remission in the xenograft model.60,74,75 Reduc-
tion of TCR alloreactivity in CAR/TCR KO T cells observed in our
study exhibited its therapeutic potentials to minimize the risk of
GvHD in mice, which was demonstrated in previous studies.22,60

To our knowledge, this study is the first to demonstrate that the com-
bination of SB transposons and CRISPR-Cas9 enables efficient
manufacturing of allogeneic TCR-disrupted CD19-CAR T cells,
underscoring its novelty. Previous studies using transposon-based en-
gineering of T cells relied on zinc finger nucleases (ZFNs) to disrupt
the TCR genes.35 Here, we obtained significantly higher TCR target-
ing efficiencies (99%) with our optimized platform compared with the
use of ZFNs, which usually yields �30% CD3/TCRneg CAR T cells,
requiring an additional CD3+ T cell depletion step.35 The superior
efficiency with the current approach may be due to more efficient de-
livery, expression, and/or stability of CRISPR-Cas9 RNPs compared
with ZFN mRNA. However, we cannot exclude a contribution of dif-
ferences in T cell activation status to these different targeting effi-
ciencies. The relatively efficient nonviral platform described in this
study supports its potential broad implications, not only for single
TRAC gene disruption but also to achieve (simultaneous) multiple
genetic ablations associated with HLA I/II expression including b-2
microglobulin (B2M) and class II major histocompatibility complex
transactivator (CIITA) genes to generate universal off-the-shelf
CAR T cells with minimal risks of GvHD and T cell graft rejec-
tion.19,22 This could be achieved by a co-transfection of TRAC-,
B2M-, and CIITA-targeting CRISPR-Cas9 RNPs into T cells followed
by subsequent transfection of SB transposon vector for stable CAR
expression (Figure S5A, middle and lower). Additional depletion of
HLA I, HLA II, and TCR/CD3+ T cells could be carried out before
SB transposon transfection to augment the overall efficiency of uni-
versal CAR T cell production (Figure S5A, lower).19,22 The high
and sustained CAR expression levels achieved with the SB trans-
poson-CRISPR-Cas9 platform also compares favorably with previous
findings typically attained with use of g-retroviral or lentiviral vectors
for CAR-T cell generation.5,26,35–40 Moreover, the use of the 2-week
expansion protocol with early CAR+ enrichment still yielded up to
70-fold expansion of the transposon-engineered CAR/TCR KO
T cells with predominant memory phenotypes, consistent with the
CAR/TCR KO T cell profiles generated from viral vector-based
systems.60 This improved protocol is also highly relevant for current
clinical-grade CAR T cell manufacturing methods, which typically
require 2 weeks of cell expansion before harvest.34,76 However, it
cannot be excluded that this platform allows for further shortening
of CAR T cell production time by increasing higher numbers of input
cells. For allogeneic treatment, �90 � 106 CAR T cells/patient (i.e.,
the dose ranges from 106/m2 to 108/m2 of recipient’s calculated
body surface area) is typically required.34 By assuming (1) �40% of
cell viability (Figure S12A) and (2) �50% of transfection efficiency
(Figure S12B) upon gene transfer, we would need 56.3� 106 allogenic
CD3 T cells as a startingmaterial to primarily obtain 11.25� 106 CAR
T cells, which would undergo �8-fold CAR expansion after 7 days of
culture (Figure S12F) and result in 90� 106 CAR T cells. Given a high
abundance of T cells (�60%) in PBMCs,77 this cell number is achiev-
able from a single donor using lymphocyte apheresis. Interestingly, a
recent study demonstrated that the SB transposon-mediated CAR
T cells can be generated as early as 8 days and display cytotoxicity
against CD19+ tumors,72 thus supporting the feasibility of our
approach. Although non-viral DNA transfection can trigger some
acute cytotoxicity, using mcDNA vector rather than conventional
plasmids to deliver transposons reduced this effect.60

Interaction of the CAR-CD3 zeta domain with the endogenous TCR/
CD3 complex may be required to optimize CAR T cell reactivity to-
ward target antigens.78 Consequently, endogenous TCR disruption
may perturb CAR signaling upon antigen engagement and compro-
mise the oncolytic potential of CAR T cells. This scenario is supported
by recent data showing that TCR ablation impairs CAR T cell func-
tion, accounting for incomplete tumor suppression in vivo.60
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Nevertheless, it is particularly encouraging that we observed no sig-
nificant impact of TCR disruption on the antileukemic function of
CD19 CAR T cells in response to CD19+ tumor cells and in
NALM6-bearing mice, consistent with similar protein kinase phos-
phorylation and transcriptional profiles in both T cells following
CD19-mediated single CAR signaling. The comparative RNA expres-
sion analysis revealed only few DEGs involved with the PI3K
signaling pathway. To our knowledge, studies reporting the roles of
these DEGs (i.e., RXRA, IL3, COL6A5, PPP2R2B, and EFNA4) in
CAR T cell antitumor functions are currently limited, warranting
further investigation. Among these DEGs, retinoid X receptor alpha
(RXRA) gene disruption limits T cell proliferation and promotes
apoptosis following antigen stimulation. Moreover, deficiency of
RXRA activity drives T cell differentiation to secrete more Th1 cyto-
kines, including IFN-g and TNF-a.79,80 Interestingly, we found that
RXRA downregulation in the SB-CD19-28z.CAR/TCR KO cells
compared with the SB-CD19-28z.CAR/scrambled control T cells
does not significantly enhance IFN-g and TNFa secretion upon
CAR signaling in response to CD19+ tumor cells (Figure 5D).

It has been shown that dual CAR and TCR signaling contributes to
differential expression of genes responsible for apoptosis, effector
functions, and cellular metabolism compared with CAR activation
in the mouse system.81 Our current findings complement these mu-
rine studies and provide further insights into the molecular inter-
play between CAR and endogenous TCR/CD3 signaling in human
T cells, which alters the protein phosphorylation and RNA expres-
sion of genes associated with the PI3K pathway and its downstream
processes (Figures S17 and S18). ZAP70 and PLC1g proteins play
key roles in signal transduction in T cells by inducing protein phos-
phorylation cascades and stabilizing the linker for activation of
T cell protein complex during T cell signaling.82 In addition, a
loss of ZAP70 activity impairs T cell activation, proliferation, and
effector and memory T cell responses to target antigens.83 Subopti-
mal ZAP70 phosphorylation triggered by CAR-low-density antigen
engagement leads to poor proximal receptor signaling and attenua-
tion of T cell functions.84 Hence, an increase of ZAP70 and/or
PLC1g phosphorylation mediated by reactive endogenous TCR dur-
ing CAR signaling may promote the overall sensitivity of CAR
T cells to antigens and enhance antitumor response. Activation of
PI3K pathway signaling is crucial to activate T cells and enhances
CAR T cell function in vivo.85 However, the constitutive signaling
of the PI3K pathway drives the terminal differentiation of T cells
into short-lived effector T cells, which is less favorable toward
achieving CAR T cell persistence.65 Furthermore, inhibition of the
PI3K pathway reduces GvHD development by promoting tolerance
of alloreactive T cells.86 Hence, the temporal regulation of the PI3K
signaling pathway in response to CD19-specific T cell activation
may not only improve CAR T cell persistence but also minimize
GvHD risk. Our study is the first to confirm that TCR-disrupted
CD19 CAR T cells are relatively resistant to endogenous TCR/
CD3 signaling. Moreover, they maintain a stable molecular signaling
profile. This may potentially minimize undesirable T cell signaling
and/or adverse events caused by TCR reactivation.81,87
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Based on the previous studies, it is possible that most DEGs identified
in T cells following dual CAR/endogenous TCR signaling may
enhance CAR T cell cytolytic functions. For example, upregulation
of integrin subunit alpha 2 in activated endogenous TCR/CAR
T cells could improve T cell growth and increase cytokine produc-
tion.88 Cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor 1A serves as an essential
mediator to regulate an optimal proliferation and a homeostasis of
activated/memory T cells.89,90 Death-associated protein kinase 1
(DAPK1) plays a crucial role in CD8+ T cell activation, trafficking,
and potent antitumor effects.91 In addition, DAPK1-mediated
mTORC1 pathway signaling enhances CD8+ T cell response and
memory differentiation in a PI3K/AKT-independent manner.92 An
increased fibroblast growth factor receptor 1 expression induced by
CAR/endogenous TCR activation in T cells could augment IL-2 pro-
duction and cell proliferation throughNFAT and AP-1 activity.93 Up-
regulation of carnitine palmitoyltransferase 1A may facilitate
mitochondrial fatty acid oxidation to support CD8+ memory T cell
phenotype.94 Cystathionine gamma-lyase overexpression in the dual
CAR/endogenous TCR-activated T cells may improve antitumor ef-
fects by controlling amino acid abundance in tumor microenviron-
ment.95 Protein tyrosine phosphatase receptor type K regulates the
ERK phosphorylation pathway, which is required for CD4+ T cell
development.96 Nevertheless, for some DEGs observed upon CAR/
endogenous TCR activation, it remains unclear whether their expres-
sion alteration provides biological advantages to CAR T cells. Hexo-
kinase 2 (HK2) expression is essential for glycolysis and oxidative
phosphorylation in activated T cells and supports antitumor effects
through IFN-g secretion,97 consistent with HK2 upregulation in
CAR/TCR-activated T cells observed in our study. However, inhibi-
tion of HK2-directed glycolysis may enhance memory T cell
formation and long-term persistence.98 Acyl-CoA synthetase long-
chain family member 4 expression in T cell is indispensable for
effective antitumor response in mice but may compromise T cell sur-
vival through iron-dependent programmed cell death pathway
activation.99

This study takes advantage of the versatility of the SB and CRISPR-
Cas9 technology and further expands their potential in an allogeneic
TCR KO setting to minimize the risk of GvHD and open the way to a
universal, off-the-shelf immunotherapy for lymphoid cancers. Autol-
ogous transposon-modified CAR T cells have been explored in clin-
ical trials (NCT03389035, NCT04289220, and NCT04284254),
demonstrating therapeutic efficacy toward leukemia and solid
tumors.34,69,100,101 SB transposon-based vectors typically integrate
close to random into the target cell genome, which sets them apart
from g-retroviral and lentiviral vectors that exhibit a biased integra-
tion into (active) genes, as also demonstrated in our current result
(Figures 4I and S13A). We also found that CRISPR-Cas9 activity
does not alter the SB transposon insertion patterns and does not
skew the transposon insertions toward on-target DSBs in T cells (Fig-
ure S14), consistent with the previous study showing the absence of
transposon insertion into CRISPR-Cas9-mediated DSBs.102 The cur-
rent SB transposon-CRISPR-Cas9 RNP technology enables genera-
tion of universal allogenic CAR T cells with a relatively safe
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integration profile consistent with (1) lower integration bias toward
transcriptionally active regions of the genome compared with inte-
grating viral vectors,45–47 (2) polyclonal integration pattern and no
dominant insertion preference, and (3) extremely low occurrence of
insertion sites in the vicinity of proto-oncogenes. Although inser-
tional oncogenesis cannot be excluded, the current available data sup-
port the safety advantages and feasibility of this approach for clinical
translation. Nevertheless, caution is warranted in the face of recent re-
ports that showed two out of ten patients developed T cell lymphomas
derived from CD19-CAR T cells that were generated with the
piggyBac transposon system.103–106 Although no transposon inser-
tions into typical oncogenes were apparent in both patients, lym-
phoma cells harbored structural variants (SVs) and copy number
variations (CNVs), including gains and losses. In contrast to SB, the
piggyBac transposase is known to interact with the bromodomain-
containing protein 4, a keeper of genome stability. Whether this could
have contributed to the observed high incidence of SVs and CNVs
warrants further investigation. Of interest, both lymphomas shared
ISs in the BACH2 locus, which encodes a transcription factor that reg-
ulates T cell plasticity, but it is unclear whether this is a contributing
factor in lymphomagenesis. Although long-term follow-up of SB-
based CAR T cell therapy revealed no evidence of malignant transfor-
mation,107 future studies are aimed at further reducing the risk of
insertional oncogenesis either by reducing the number of integrations
per cell by SB transposase mRNA delivery33,108 or ultimately by
achieving targeted transposition.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The design of CAR-expressing vector and guided RNA, detection of
CRISPR-Cas9 on-target effects, primary human T cell isolation and
culture, cell lines, flow cytometry, cytotoxicity assays, selective CAR
T cell expansion, and other relevant information are described in
the supplemental information.

Delivery of CRISPR-Cas9 RNP into human CD8+ T cells by

nucleofection

The P3 Primary Cell 4D-Nucleofector X Kit was used in all nucleofec-
tion experiments. 5 � 105 cells were washed with 1� Dulbecco’s PBS
and resuspended in 20 mL of kit P3 Primary Cell 4D-Nucleofector X
(Lonza). The prepared 70 pmol of CRISPR-Cas9 RNP particles was
added to the cell-buffer mixture and mixed well. Nucleofection was
carried out in a 16-well strip using the EH-115 program. Immediately
after nucleofection, 80 mL of pre-warmed complete T cell medium
containing 50 U/mL of human rIL-2 was immediately added to cells,
and the cells were rested for 30 min in 5% CO2 at 37�C. The trans-
fected cells were transferred to 1 mL of complete T cell medium
and culture for 48 h at 5% CO2 and 37�C.

Generation of CD19-28z.CAR/TCR KO T cells and SB-CD19-

28z.CAR/TCR KO T cells

Sequential nucleofection of TRAC-targeting CRISPR-Cas9 RNP and
mcDNA vector encoding CD19-28z.CAR was used to engineer
CAR/TCRneg T cells for transient and sustained CAR expression.
To generate CD19-28z.CAR/TCR KO T cells for transient CAR
expression, 700 pmol of TCR-1 RNP particles was transfected into
5 � 106 CD8+ T cells using the EH-115 program to obtain TCRneg

T cells. TCR-1 RNP was substituted with scrambled gRNA RNP to
generate the scrambled control T cells. Twenty-four hours later,
10 mg of mcCD19-28z.CAR was transfected into 5 � 106 TCRneg or
scrambled control T cells using the EO-115 program. Alternatively,
10 mg of mcCD19-28z.CAR and 5 mg of mcSB100x were transfected
into 5 � 106 TCRneg or scrambled control T cells using the EO-115
program to produce SB-CD19-28z.CAR/TCR KO and SB-CD19-
28z.CAR/scrambled T cells for stable CAR expression, respectively.
As a control devoid of CAR expression, mock transfection of
TCRneg and scrambled control T cells was carried out to generate
mock/TCR KO and mock/scrambled control T cells, respectively. Af-
ter 24 h of transfection, the surface CAR and TCR expression was
examined by flow cytometry analysis, and the cells were harvested
for functionality assays or CAR T cell culture.

Animal experiments

All animal experiments were carried out under the procedures
approved by the Institutional Animal Ethics Committee of the Vrije
Universiteit Brussel (Brussels, Belgium). The experimental details
are described in the corresponding figure legends and supplemental
information. The development of tumor burden was assessed weekly
using non-invasive in vivo bioluminescence imaging. At several weeks
post-NALM6 tumor engraftment, some mice developed the clinical
signs of significant weight loss, severely hunched back, poor groom-
ing, hindlimb paralysis, and/or limited mobility. These mice were
euthanized as an endpoint by CO2 inhalation or cervical dislocation.

Statistical analysis and software

Data analysis was performed using GraphPad Prism 8 software. Sche-
matic representatives were generated using BioRender software.
Comparison of two mean values from two experimental groups was
performed using two-tailed independent Student’s t tests. Alterna-
tively, a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) test was used, with
Dunnett’s post-hoc applied for multiple comparison of mean values
from more than two experimental cohorts. Results are reported as
the mean ± standard error of mean (SEM), and p < 0.05 was taken
to indicate significance.
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Supplemental method 

Construction of DNA transposon/transposase vector and minicircle production 

A multicistronic vector was generated to co-express the CD19-targeting chimeric receptor (CD19-28z.CAR) 

consisting of i) the variable sequence of the FMC63,[1] ii) the human CD28 signaling domain, and iii) the CD3-zeta 

domain (GenBank: HM852952.1), and a GFP reporter via the self-cleavable 2A peptide. The DNA sequence was 

codon-optimized for high mammalian gene expression and synthesized by GeneArt (Life Technologies, Belgium). 

The resulting gene fragment was subcloned into a parental SB transposon plasmid for gene expression under the 

control of the hybrid EF1/HTLV promoter (Invivogen, Belgium). The pCMV-SB100x was generated as described to 

express hyperactive SB transposase for SB transposition.[2] The production of mcDNA vectors encoding CD19-

28z.CAR (mcCD19-28z.CAR) and SB100x (mcSB100x) was achieved by PlasmidFactory (Bielefeld, Germany) 

through site-specific DNA recombination, followed by affinity chromatography purification. 

Primary human T cell isolation and culture 

Human peripheral blood–derived buffy coats from anonymous blood donors were obtained from Biobank Rode Kruis-

Vlaanderen (Mechelen, Belgium). All procedures were approved by Commissie Medische Ethiek of Universitair 

Ziekenhuis Brussel (Belgium). Buffy coat samples were diluted two times using 1× Dulbecco’s PBS without calcium 

and magnesium, and diluted samples were subjected to density gradient centrifugation using Ficoll (GE Healthcare) 

at 800 ×g for 40 minutes without brake to isolate peripheral blood mononuclear cells. Next, human CD8+ T cells or 

CD3+ T cells were enriched from peripheral blood mononuclear cells using the CD8+ T Cell Isolation Kit or Pan T 

Cell Isolation Kit (Miltenyi Biotec), respectively. Prior to nucleofection, human T cells were stimulated with 

Dynabeads Human T-Activator CD3/CD28 (ThermoFisher Scientific) with a 1:1 bead-to-cell ratio. The cells were 

cultured in complete T cell medium (RPMI-1640 medium supplemented with Glutamax + 10% of heat-inactivated 

fetal bovine serum + 100 U/mL penicillin-streptomycin; Life Technologies, Belgium) in the presence of 30 U/mL of 

recombinant human IL-2 (Miltenyi Biotec) at a cell density of 1×106 cells/mL for 48 to 72 hours under 5% CO2 at 

37°C. 

Cell lines 

Human chronic myeloid leukemia in blast crisis K562, human Burkitt lymphoma Raji, and B cell precursor leukemia 

NALM6 cell lines were purchased from Deutsche Sammlung von Mikroorganismen und Zellkulturen. K562 

expressing truncated CD19 antigen (K562-CD19t), which harbors the extracellular and transmembrane domains 

(amino acid positions 1 to 312) and lacks the intracellular domain, was generated by lentiviral vector transduction of 

LV-CMV-CD19t. Subsequently, K562, K562-CD19t, Raji, and NALM6 cell lines were lentivirally transduced by 

LV-CMV-Luc-2A-GFP to co-express GFP and firefly Photinus pyralis luciferase reporter proteins. All cell lines are 

cultured in complete T cell medium at cell density 3–5×105 cells/mL. 

Design of sgRNAs targeting TRAC and TRBC2 

The first exon regions of the TRAC and TRBC2 genes were used as the target sequences for gene disruption, and 

targeted sgRNAs were designed with the ZiFiT Targeter Version 4.2 online software[3] and/or Sigma Aldrich custom 

design. All sgRNA sequences targeting TRAC and TRBC2 genes in this study are given in the supplemental 

information (Table S1).  

CRISPR/Cas9 system for gene disruption 

All TRAC and TRBC2-targeting gRNA were pre-screened in HEK 293 cell lines to select the most efficient gRNAs 

for TCR disruption. Different gRNAs were cloned into the pLV-U6g-EPCG all-in-one vector CRISPR/Cas9 vector 

plasmid (Sigma Aldrich, Belgium), and each pLV-U6g-EPCG harboring specific gRNA was transfected into HEK293 

cells using Lipofectamine 3000 (Life Technologies, Belgium) and cultured for 7 days under puromycin selection. 

Next, genomic DNA was further extracted from transfected cells for subsequent analysis by the T7E1 assay to 

determine the specific gRNAs that displayed the highest gene knockout efficiency. These TRAC and TRBC2-targeting 

gRNAs were selected for subsequent validation in human CD8+ T cells. 

For targeted disruption of TRAC and TRBC2 genes in human CD8+ T cells, CRISPR/Cas9 RNP particles were 

prepared using chemically modified 2’-O-methyl 3’phosphorothioate synthesized sgRNA (Synthego, USA) and Alt-

R® S.p. Cas9 Nuclease V3 (Integrated DNA Technologies, Belgium). For a single reaction, 70 pmol of chemically 
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modified sgRNA was slowly mixed with 70 pmol of Cas9 nuclease and left to stand at room temperature for 15 

minutes to obtain 70 pmol of CRISPR/Cas9 RNP particles. 

Generation of GFP+/TCRneg human CD8+ T cells  

The pmaxGFP control plasmid supplied with the P3 Primary Cell 4D-Nucleofector™ X Kit was employed for GFP 

reporter expression in human CD8+ T cells. For generation of GFP+/TCRneg T cells using the single nucleofection 

approach, 0.5 µg of pmaxGFP plasmid and 70 pmol of TRAC-targeting TCR-1 RNP particles were transfected into 

5×105 CD8+ T cells using the EH-115 program. Alternatively, sequential nucleofection of TCR-1 and pmaxGFP was 

used to produce GFP+/TCRneg T cells. First, 70 pmol of TCR-1 RNP particles was transfected into 5×105 CD8+ T 

cells using the EH-115 program. Twenty-four hours post-transfection, 0.5 µg of pmaxGFP was subsequently delivered 

into 5×105 transfected cells using the EO-115 program. For a sequential nucleofection with CD3+ depletion, the 

TCR/CD3neg T cell population was magnetically enriched using human CD3 MicroBeads (Miltenyi Biotec, Belgium) 

after 24 hours of TCR-1 nucleofection. Only purified TCR/CD3neg T cells after MACS were used for subsequent 

pmaxGFP nucleofection. 

Selective expansion of SB-CD19-28z.CAR/TCR KO T cells  

For the conventional selective expansion of SB-CD19-28z.CAR/TCR KO and SB-CD19-28.CAR/scrambled control 

T cells, the transfected cells were cocultured with 100 Gy-irradiated NALM6 feeder cells (TrueBeam STX 

radiotherapy system, Varian) at an effector-to-target ratio of 1:2 in the complete T cell medium in the presence of 50 

U/mL human rIL-2 (Miltenyi Biotec), 30 ng/mL human IL-21 (Miltenyi Biotec), 10 ng/mL human IL-15 (Miltenyi 

Biotec), and 10 ng/mL human IL-7 (Miltenyi Biotec). The CAR T cells were counted by flow cytometry for weekly 

addition of feeder cells, and media change with cytokine supplement was carried out on a Monday/Wednesday/Friday 

schedule. At the end of the 6-week CAR T cell expansion, the fraction of CAR+ T cells was enriched by MACS using 

allophycocyanin (APC)-conjugated recombinant human CD19 protein (Creative Biolabs, USA) and anti-APC 

microbeads (Miltenyi Biotec). The enriched CAR+ T cells were rested in the complete T cell medium and harvested 

for subsequent assays. Alternatively, for the short expansion protocol, CAR+ T cells were enriched by MACS system 

after 24 hours post-transfection, and only CAR+ cell fraction was expanded for 14 days by weekly NALM6 

stimulation in completed T cell medium supplemented with cytokines. 

CD107a degranulation assay 

A total of 2×105 CAR or control T cells was cocultured with the different target tumor cells at an effector:target ratio 

of 1:2 in 100 µL of phenol-free RPMI-1640 containing 0.1% BD GolgiStop Protein Transport Inhibitor-Monensin + 

PE Mouse Anti-Human CD107a, Clone H4A3 (BD Bioscience, Belgium). The effector–target cell mixture was plated 

in a U-bottom 96-well plate and incubated at 37°C under 5% CO2 for at least 6 hours. The cells were stained for CAR 

expression and subjected to flow cytometry analysis. 

Luciferase-based cytotoxicity assay 

A total of 3×103 target tumor cells was cocultured with CAR or control T cells at the different effector-to-target ratios 

in 200 µL of the phenol-free RPMI-1640 for 48 and 72 hours based on the experimental setting, and the target/effector 

cocultures were subjected to luciferase activity measurement to determine the residual target tumor cells at the 

endpoint. The 20 µL of ONE-Glo EX Luciferase Assay System (Promega, Belgium) luciferin substrate was added to 

the coculture, and the mixture was incubated for 1 minute at room temperature. The luciferase signal generated by the 

remaining tumor cells was acquired by GloMax® Discover Microplate Reader (Promega, Belgium). The percentage 

of target lysis was determined using the formula [1-(RLUsample+target cells/RLUtarget cell only)]× 100 in relation 

to untreated cells.[4] 

Cytokine secretion assay 

A total of 3×103 different target tumor cells was cocultured with CAR or control T cells at the effector:target ratios of 

10:1 in 200 µL of the phenol-free RPMI-1640 for 48–72 hours. Next, the cell supernatant containing secreted 

cytokines was harvested, and the cytokine levels were measured using the human MACSPlex Cytokine 12 Kit 

(Miltenyi Biotec, The Netherlands) and the human ELISA MAX™ Deluxe Set (Biolegend, The Netherlands).  

Alloreactivity assay 
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To mitigate the CAR-mediated effector cell proliferation due to CD19 antigen stimulation, 30 Gy-irradiated bulk 

allogeneic PBMCs (allo-PBMCs) were subjected to CD19 depletion by MACS sorting using anti human CD19 

conjugated with microbead (Miltenyi Biotec, The Netherlands). Irradiation CD19-depleted allo-PBMCs were later 

used as a stimulator of CAR effector cells to determine the alloreactivity effects. A total of 1×106 CAR effector cells 

were labelled with CellTrace™ Far Red Cell Proliferation Kit (Life Technologies) and were subsequently cocultured 

with 5×106 CD19-depleted allo-PBMCs (E:T = 1:5) in the complete medium for 2, 4, and 6 days. Next, effector cell 

proliferation at different time points was analyzed by flow cytometry, and the percentages of proliferating cells with 

CD19-depleted allo-PBMC treatment were determined based on their counterparts without stimulator. 

Animal experiments 

All animal experiments were carried out under the procedures approved by the Institutional Animal Ethics Committee 

of the Vrije Universiteit Brussel (Brussels, Belgium). Six-week-old NSG male mice were purchased from Jackson 

Laboratory and housed in individually ventilated Thoren cages containing hygienic animal bedding from Lignocel at 

21°C and 50%–60% humidity. Animals were fed ad libitum using SsniFF laboratory animal food (ABEDD Vertriebs, 

Vienna, Austria). For the NALM6-bearing tumor model with low tumor burden, the mice were inoculated via 

intravenous injection with 5×104 NALM6 cells expressing luciferase. Two days after NALM6 engraftment, 5×106 

CAR or control T cells were intravenously infused into NALM6-bearing mice through the tail vein. Alternatively, to 

evaluate CAR T cell therapeutic efficacy in mice exhibiting high tumor burden, the mice received 1×105 NALM6 

cells expressing luciferase, and intravenous administration of 5×106 effector T cells was carried out in NALM6-

infused mice after 5 days of NALM6 engraftment. The development of tumor burden was assessed weekly using non-

invasive in vivo bioluminescence imaging (BLI). In brief, 150 mg/kg body weight of D-Luciferin (Promega, Belgium) 

was administered intraperitoneally to each mouse, and the BLI signal was acquired for 7 minutes using an in vivo 

optical imaging system (PhotonImager, Biospace Lab, Paris, France). The data were processed and analyzed using 

M3 Vision software (Biospace) and expressed in average radiance (photons/s/cm2/sr). 

At several weeks post-NALM6 tumor engraftment, some mice developed the clinical signs of significant weight loss, 

severely hunched back, poor grooming, hind-limb paralysis, and/or limited mobility. These mice were euthanized as 

an endpoint by CO2 inhalation or cervical dislocation. To determine the NALM6 tumor loads in the major lymphoid 

and non-lymphoid organs, single cell suspension was isolated from liver, spleen, and femur-derived bone marrow 

using mechanical tissue disruption, filtered through a 40-µm cell strainer and resuspended in Dulbecco’s modified 

Eagle’s medium + 10% heat-inactivated fetal bovine serum. Bulked cell pellets were treated with ACK Lysing Buffer 

(Life Technologies, Belgium) to eliminate red blood cells and resuspended in the PEB buffer (Miltenyi Biotec, The 

Netherlands). The isolated cells were subsequently used for CD19 staining using anti-human CD19 antibody (Miltenyi 

Biotec, The Netherlands). 

For GvHD experiment, the mice were irradiated at the dose of 2 Gy on day 0. Six hours post-irradiation, 10×106 CAR 

T cells were intravenously infused into irradiated mice through the tail vein. The development of GvHD was assessed 

every Monday-Wednesday-Friday by observing the clinical GvHD signs (Table S7), and the clinical GvHD scores 

were assigned for each measurement. When the total score reached 6 or higher, or the score of any specific criteria 

reaches 2 (the highest severity), the mice were considered at humane endpoint and euthanized for subsequent analysis. 

Liver, small intestine and lung tissues were formalin fixed and subjected to histological analysis using HE staning to 

confirm GvHD histopathology. 

Flow cytometry  

In all flow cytometry experiments, cells were stained with 7-AAD Viability Staining Solution (Biolegend) to measure 

cell viability. Antibodies used in this study are listed in the Supplemental Information (Table S8). Surface staining of 

samples was performed in cold PEB buffer prepared from MACS BSA Stock Solution and autoMACS Running Buffer 

as per the manufacturer’s instructions (Miltenyi Biotec). Flow-cytometric data acquisition was achieved using the BD 

FACSCanto™ II flow cytometry system (BD Biosciences). Data analysis was performed with BD FACSDiva™ 

software (BD Biosciences) and FlowJo version 7.6.1 software (BD Biosciences).  

T7E1 mismatch detection assay 

Total genomic DNA was extracted from T cells using DNeasy Blood & Tissue kits (Qiagen) following the 

manufacturer’s protocols. Subsequently, 100 ng of genomic DNA was used as a DNA template for nested PCR 

amplification of gRNA-targeting DNA regions in the genome using DreamTaq Green PCR Master Mix (2×) (Life 
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Technologies). The primer sets used in nested PCR amplification are listed in the Supplemental Information (Table 

S2). For the first round of PCR amplification, 50 µL of PCR reaction was carried out at 95°C for 5 minutes, followed 

by 1 cycle of 95°C for 1 minute, 30 cycles of 57°C for 30 seconds, 72°C for 30 seconds, and 1 cycle of 72°C for 5 

minutes. Next, 1 µL of the first-round PCR reaction was used as a template in 50 µL total volume during the second 

round PCR amplification under the following conditions: 95°C for 5 minutes, 1 cycle of 95°C for 1 minute, 35 cycles 

of 60°C for 30 seconds, 72°C for 30 seconds, and 1 cycle of 72°C for 5 minutes. The PCR product was cleaned up to 

remove excess PCR primers using the QIAquick PCR Purification Kit (Qiagen). For the T7E1 mismatch detection 

assay, 500 ng of purified nested PCR products in 20 µL of 1× NEBuffer 2 buffer (New England Biolabs) was 

reannealed at 1 cycle of 95°C for 5 minutes, followed by 95–85°C at a ramp-down rate of -2°C/second, 1 cycle of 

85°C for 2 minutes, and 85–25°C at a ramp-down rate of -0.1°C/second. To cleave the mismatched DNA duplexes 

after reannealing, 10 U of T7 endonuclease I (New England Biolabs) was added to reannealed PCR product, and the 

reaction was incubated at 37°C for 30 minutes. The cleaved DNA fragments were subsequently separated using 1.5% 

agarose gel electrophoresis at 125 V for 80 minutes. Mean intensity values of both cleaved and uncleaved DNA bands 

were quantified using ImageJ software (NIH).[5] The indel percentage was calculated as follows: (total mean intensity 

value of cleaved DNA bands ×100)/ (total mean intensity value of cleaved DNA bands + total mean intensity value 

of uncleaved DNA bands).  

Detection of CRISPR/Cas9-mediated indel mutation by DNA sequencing  

The uncleaved nested PCR samples obtained by the T7E1 assay were ligated to the NEBNext® Ultra II Ligation 

modules (New England Biolabs) for sample preparation. A-tailing and ligation of sequencing adapters of the resulting 

product were performed according to the procedure described in the NEBNext Ultra End Repair module and NEBNext 

Ultra II Ligation module instruction manual. The processed samples were sequenced and analyzed using the 

NovaSeq6000 platform according to manufacturer’s protocols (GenomeScan). Prior to sequence alignment, the reads 

were trimmed for adapter sequences and filtered for sequence quality. Presumed adapter sequences were removed 

from the read using Trimmomatic v0.30 when the bases matched a sequence in the adapter sequence set (TruSeq 

adapters) with two or fewer mismatches and an alignment score of at least 12. To remove noise introduced by 

sequencing errors, the first base of each read was removed, then the reads were filtered and clipped based on the base 

quality scores. Quality filtering was performed with Sickle v1.3.3. The filtered reads were mapped to the reference 

sequences of TRAC (NCBI accession number NC_000014.9) and TRBC2 (NCBI accession number NC_000007.14) 

genes obtained from Homo sapiens GRCh38.p13 Primary Assembly. The mapping was performed with BWA v0.7.4, 

a short-read aligner based on Burrows–Wheeler Transform, with default settings. The resulting mapping was used for 

indel calling and mutation analysis. Indel frequencies and deletions were detected based on the mapped reads (BAM 

file). Each mapped read was analyzed for the presence of small deletions using the CIGAR string, and a custom shell 

script was used. The frequency of each deletion was calculated based on position and length as a fraction of the total 

number of mapped reads.  

Integration site analysis by S-EPTS/LM-PCR and deep sequencing 

Standard S-EPTS/LM-PCR and deep sequencing were performed to identify SB transposon flanking genomic 

sequences in Human T cell samples transduced with the mcCD19-28z.CAR vector. Briefly, 1500 ng genomic DNA 

per sample were sheared to a median length of 500 bp using the Covaris M220 instrument. Sheared DNA was purified, 

and each sample was split equally into triplicates. Primer extension was performed using an inverted terminal repeat 

(ITR)-specific biotinylated primer. The extension product was again purified, followed by magnetic capture of the 

biotinylated DNA for at least 60 minutes and two washing steps with 100 µl H2O. The captured DNA was ligated to 

linker cassettes including a molecular barcode. The ligation product was amplified in a first exponential PCR using 

biotinylated vector- and linker cassette-specific primers. Biotinylated PCR-products were magnetically captured, 

washed and half of this eluate served as template for amplification in a second exponential PCR step, allowing deep 

sequencing by MiSeq technology (Illumina) after purification. Preparation for deep sequencing was previously 

described[6, 7]. DNA double barcoding was applied to allow parallel sequencing of multiple samples in a single 

sequencing run while minimizing sample cross-contamination.  

IS were identified using the S-EPTS/LM-PCR protocol, an advanced version of EPTS/LM-PCR[8], and thereafter 

analyzed using the GENE-IS tool suite[9]. Briefly, raw data was initially filtered according to sequence quality score 

(Phred ≥30: probability of incorrect base call being 1 in 1000 bases and base accuracy ≥99.9 %)[10, 11]. In addition, 

only sequences showing complete identity in both molecular barcodes, linker cassette barcode and sequencing 

barcode, were further processed. These S EPTS/LM-PCR barcode combinations are unique to each replicate and are 
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used for de-multiplexing. Those sequences were trimmed (defined vector- and linker cassette-specific parts were 

removed) and aligned to the human genome (UCSC assembly hg38), while nearby genes and other integrating features 

were annotated as previously described[7, 12]. 

The integration profile of gamma-retroviruses and lentiviruses and derived vectors has been described previously[13-

18]. Using unique IS found through S-EPTS/LM-PCR, IS distribution across the genome and within gene coding 

regions was determined. IS position data was plotted for both samples separately to display chromosomal distribution, 

integration within gene coding regions and vicinity (10 kb upstream and downstream), integration relative to 

transcription start sites (TSS) and relative positions within gene coding regions.  

Based on the properties of Rényi entropies[19], a clonality plane was constructed taking into account two extreme 

components of the diversity: richness and evenness. Richness represents the number of IS present in a particular 

sample, while evenness is a measure for equal frequency distribution of these IS within a sample and its theoretical 

maximum polyclonality/monoclonality. The ratio of distance from theoretical maximal polyclonality and 

monoclonality defines the polyclonal-monoclonal distance (PMD)[20]. 

For applications involving integrating viral vectors, it is relevant to determine whether IS accumulate near cancer-

related genes. Cancer-related genes are obtained from the Catalogue of Somatic Mutations in Cancer (COSMIC) 

Cancer Gene Census[21]. This list includes the top 2 categories (tier 1 and tier 2) of cancer-related genes and contains 

714 well-defined cancer genes (http://cancer.sanger.ac.uk/census; v95).  

Severe adverse events due to insertional mutagenesis in clinical trials were described in a distance of around 40 kb to 

transcription start sites (TSS). However, some studies described deregulations of neighboring genes up to 300 kb from 

the genes[22-24]. Thus, we have chosen to investigate integration events within an arbitrary 100 kb window of the 

TSS of cancer genes. Cancer gene annotations (Chromosome, Gene Start, Gene End, Strand, Gene Name, Transcript 

Count, TSS and Transcript Support Level (TSL)) were obtained from Ensembl human genes 

(http://www.ensembl.org/biomart/martview/; version GRCh38.p13). 

Molecular profiling of CAR and CAR/endogenous TCR-activated effector T cells 

A total of 3×106 SB-CD19-28z.CAR/TCR KO or SB-CD19-28z.CAR/scrambled T cells were stimulated with 

irradiated NALM6 cell (E:T = 1:1) for CAR activation, or irradiated  NALM6 cell (E:T = 1:1) and anti CD3-coated 

superparamagnetic beads (75µL/ reaction, bead:cell = 1:1) for CAR and endogenous TCR activation for 24-48 hours, 

in the complete T cell medium. CD19 CAR T cells were left unstimulated for the same duration to assess the 

background signals from cell resting state. To measure the protein phosphorylation of ZAP70, PLCγ1, and p38, the 

cells were harvested after 24 hours of coculture, washed with PEB buffer and fixed using Fixation Buffer (Cat. 420801, 

BioLegend), and permeabilized using True-Phos™ Perm Buffer (Cat. 425401, BioLegend) based on the 

manufacturer’s protocol. Next, the treated cells were stained with anti-human ZAP70, PLCγ1, and p38 antibodies 

(Table S8) for flow cytometric analysis. To explore the differential expressions of genes associated with PI3K 

signaling pathway and its downstream functions, total RNA of effector cells was extracted using AllPrep 

DNA/RNA/Protein Mini Kit (Qiagen) at 48 hours post-stimulation and used for cDNA synthesis using SuperScript™ 

III First-Strand Synthesis System (Life Technologies). Next, quantitative reverse transcription PCR (qRT-PCR) was 

carried out using SYBR™ Green PCR Master Mix (Life Technologies) and selected primers mentioned in the 

supplemental information (Table S9)[25]. Differential RNA expression was calculated using 2-∆∆Ct formula by 

normalizing Ct values of these genes with human GAPDH mRNA and their counterparts from unstimulated groups. 

The genes were designated as differentially expressed genes (DEGs) when P value is lower than 0.05.
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Table S1: single guide RNA (sgRNA) targeting human TRAC or TRBC2 genes used in this study 

     

Name 
Target 

genes 
guide RNA sequence (5'->3') Source 

Predicted cleavage site of 

target gene 

TCR-1 TRAC GAGAATCAAAATCGGTGAAT 
ZiFiT 

Software 
73 bp of 1st exon in TRAC gene 

TCR-2 TRAC GCTGGTACACGGCAGGGTCA 
ZiFiT 

Software 
16 bp of 1st exon in TRAC gene 

TCR-3 TRAC AAGTCAGATTTGTTGCTCC Sigma Aldrich 
195 bp of 1st exon in TRAC 

gene 

TCR-4 TRAC GGAATAATGCTGTTGTTGA Sigma Aldrich 
231 bp of 1st exon in TRAC 

gene 

TCR-5 TRAC ACACCTTCTTCCCCAGCCC Sigma Aldrich 
268 bp of 1st exon in TRAC 

gene 

TCR-6 TRBC2 GAGCAGCCGCCTGAGGGTCT 
ZiFiT 

Software 

243 bp of 1st exon in TRBC2 

gene 

TCR-7 TRBC2 GCAGTATCTGGAGTCATTGA 
ZiFiT 

Software 

207 bp of 1st exon in TRBC2 

gene 

TCR-8 TRBC2 GGCTGCTCCTTGAGGGGCTG 
ZiFiT 

Software 

182 bp of 1st exon in TRBC2 

gene 

TCR-9 TRBC2 CGGGGGTTCTGCCAGAAGG Sigma Aldrich 
255 bp of 1st exon in TRBC2 

gene 

TCR-10 TRBC2 CTGGACTTGACAGCGGAAG Sigma Aldrich 
280 bp of 1st exon in TRBC2 

gene 

TCR-11 TRBC2 GACGAGTGGACCCAGGATA Sigma Aldrich 
333 bp of 1st exon in TRBC2 

gene 

Scramble

d sgRNA 

Non-

targeting 

sgRNA 

CGCGATAGCGCGAATATATT Sigma Aldrich   
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Table S2: Nested PCR primers used in T7 Endonuclease 1 (T7E1) assay 
    

Target gene 
Nested PCR 

amplification 
Primer name Primer sequence (5'->3') 

TRAC 

1st round amplification 
TRAC-outer-F GAGTCCCAGTCCATCACGAG 

TRAC-outer-R GGGGCTTAGAATGAGGCCTAG 

2nd round amplification 
TRAC-inner-F CTGGCATCTGGACTCCAGCC 

TRAC-inner-R GAGAGACTGAGGCTGGGCC 

TRBC2 

1st round amplification 
TRBC2-outer-F CAGGCAAGGAAGGGGTAGAAC 

TRBC2-outer-R GGTGCTCCATTCAGCCTCTA 

2nd round amplification 
TRBC2-inner-F GGTGACCCCAAAGCAAGGAGG 

TRBC2-inner-R CCCACCTTGTCCACTCTGGC 
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Table S3: Selected nucleotide positions of targeted TCR genes showing highest gene editing efficiency 

following CRISPR/Cas9-mediated TCR knockout 

(Separated MS Excel sheet due to large file size) 
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Table S4: PCR primers for mcCD19-28z.CAR transposon and mcSB100x transposase detection 

Target gene Primer name Primer sequence Assay type Product size (bp) 

mcCD19-28z.CAR 

transposon 

mcCD19CAR-PCR-F GCCGCTATCGAAGTGATGTACCC Traditional PCR 

amplification 

767 bp 

mcCD19CAR-PCR R ATGCGGCACTCGATCTCCATG 

mcCD19-28z.CAR 

transposon 

mcCD19CAR-qPCR-F GCAAGAGTCTGGCCCTG qPCR amplification 141 bp 

mcCD19CAR-qPCR-R ATCACGCCCAGCCATTCC 

mcSB100x 

transposase 

SB100X-qPCR-F TGCAAGCCGAAGAACACC qPCR amplification 96 bp 

SB100X-qPCR-1-R GTGAAGTGCACCAGTCCC 
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Table S5: Total identified insertion sites in SB-CD19-28z.CAR/TCR KO and SB-CD19-28z.CAR/scrambled 

control T cell samples from the unbiased genome-wide integration site analysis (ISA) 

(Separated MS Excel sheet due to large file size) 
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Table S6: List of all insertion sites within or close to proto-oncogenes associated with severe adverse events in SB-CD19-28z.CAR/TCR KO sample 

 

Proto-oncogene Distance to TSS (nt) Chr Sense Integration Locus Relative contribution (%) 

CCND2 -93220 12 + 4176551 0.0011 

CCND2 -84901 12 - 4184870 0.0004 

CCND2 31079 12 - 4309879 0.007 

CCND2 55303 12 + 4334103 0.0011 

CCND2 99115 12 + 4377915 0.0007 

HMGA2 -98738 12 - 65725722 0.004 

HMGA2 -22917 12 + 65801543 0.0086 

HMGA2 26111 12 - 65854112 0.0015 

LMO2 -52392 11 + 33812759 0.0007 

LMO2 -7852 11 - 33884224 0.0004 

LMO2 82752 11 - 33974828 0.0195 

MECOM -94803 3 + 169027869 0.0007 

MECOM -93710 3 - 169175528 0.004 

MECOM 61200 3 + 169330438 0.0037 

MECOM -85800 3 + 169577738 0.0034 

MECOM -68173 3 + 169595445 0.0015 

MECOM -5880 3 + 169657738 0.0004 

MECOM 1366 3 + 169665141 0.0004 

MECOM 8005 3 - 169671780 0.0019 

MECOM 66125 3 + 169729900 0.0015 

MN1 -1194 22 + 27795702 0.0004 
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Table S7: GvHD clinical scoring system used in the study.[26-28] 

Score Weight loss Posture  Fur Activity Skin Diarrhea 

0 <5% Normal No ruffling Normal Normal No 

0.5 >5% 
Mild hunching, only at 

rest 
Mild ruffling (<20%) Mild decreased Reddish, irritated areas   

1 >10% Moderate hunching 
Moderate ruffling (>20%), 

mild loss of fur 

Moderate decreased, 

isolation 

Scaling and/or dry skin 

areas (<20%) 
Yes 

1.5 >15% 
Severe hunching with 

slight defect in movement 

Severe ruffling (>40%), 

mild loss of fur 
Stationary until stimulated 

Scaling and/or dry skin 

areas (>20%) 
 

2 (humane 

endpoint) 
>20% 

Severe hunching with 

severe defect in 

movement 

Severe ruffling (>60%), 

moderate to severe loss of 

fur 

Severely decreased, 

paralysis, lethargy 

Scaling and/or dry skin 

areas (>40%),  
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Table S8: Antibodies used in the study 

No. Name Cat. no. Manufacture 

1 Human CD279(PD1)-APC 130-117-694 Miltenyi Biotec 

2 Human CD19-APC 130-114-168 Miltenyi Biotec 

3 Human CD3-APC 130-113-135 Miltenyi Biotec 

4 Human CD8-APC 130-110-817 Miltenyi Biotec 

5 Human CD62L-PE 130-114-151 Miltenyi Biotec 

6 Human CD45RA-PerCP-Vio700 130-113-930 Miltenyi Biotec 

7 Human CD45RO-APC-Vio770 130-114-083 Miltenyi Biotec 

8 Human CD95 (FAS)-APC 130-113-070 Miltenyi Biotec 

9 Human TCRa/b-FITC 130-109-919 Miltenyi Biotec 

10 REA Control Antibody-Human IgG1-FITC 130-113-437 Miltenyi Biotec 

11 REA Control Antibody-Human IgG1-APC 130-113-434 Miltenyi Biotec 

12 REA Control Antibody, human IgG1, APC-Vio770 130-113-447 Miltenyi Biotec 

13 REA Control Antibody, human IgG1, PerCP-Vio700 130-113-453 Miltenyi Biotec 

14 REA Control Antibody, human IgG1, PE, REAfinity 130-113-450 Miltenyi Biotec 

15 APC anti-human CD19 302212 Biolegend 

16 APC anti-human CD152 (CTLA-4) Antibody 349907 Biolegend 

17 APC Mouse IgG1, κ Isotype Ctrl (FC) Antibody 400121 Biolegend 

18 PE/Cyanine7 anti-human ZAP70 Phospho (Tyr493) 396007 Biolegend 

19 PE anti-PLCDžPhospho (Tyr783) 612403 Biolegend 

20 PE anti-p38 MAPK Phospho (Thr180/Tyr182) 690203 Biolegend 

21 PE Mouse Anti-Human CD107a, Clone H4A3 555801 BD Bioscience 
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Table S9: qPCR primers for detection of RNA expression in CD19 CAR T cells 

(Separated MS Excel sheet due to large file size) 
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Figure S1: Assessment of TCR gene disruption activity mediated by the CRISPR/Cas9 system in HEK cells. On 

day 0, HEK cells were transfected with 2.5 µg of plasmid pLV-U6g-EPCG encoding TCR-targeting sgRNAs or 

scramble control sgRNA, and Cas9 protein using Lipofectamine 3000. The transfected cells were then subjected to 2 

µg/mL of puromycin selection for 7 days, and the cells were subsequently harvested for T7E1 analysis. (a-b), 

Schematic representation of a, TRAC and b, TRBC-targeting CRISPR/Cas9 system on day 7 post-transfection 

measured by T7E1 assay. The average of indel percentage mediated by each sgRNA was designated as % indel. (c-

d), Quantitative analysis of indel percentage mediated by c, TRAC and d, TRBC-targeting CRISPR/Cas9 system on 

day 7 post-transfection measured by T7E1 assay. Data are shown as means ± s.e.m. (n=3 independent experiments).  
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Figure S2: CRISPR/Cas9-mediated TCR KO in human CD8+ T cells using ribonucleoprotein (RNP) particles. 

After 48 hours post-CD3/CD28 stimulation, 5×105 human CD8+ T cells were subjected to nucleofection of 70 pmol 

TRBC2-targeting TCR-8 and TCR-9 RNP particles (Cas9:sgRNA ratio of 1:1. a, Percentages of TCRα/βneg  and, b, 

CD3neg T cell population by flow cytometry after 48 hours post-TRBC2-targeting RNP nucleofection. c, (left) 

Schematic representatives and, (right) Quantitative analysis of indel mutation detected by T7E1 assay after 48 hours 

of TRBC2 -targeting RNP nucleofection. Data are shown as means ± s.e.m. (n=5 biologically independent donors); 

Student’s t-test: ****P<0.0001. 
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Figure S3: Cell viability of transfected cells following CRISPR/Cas9-mediated TCR gene knockout in human 

CD8+ T cells using RNP. After 48 hours of prestimulation, 5×105 human CD8+ T cells were subjected to 

nucleofection of 70 pmol TRAC or TRBC2 CRISPR/Cas9 RNP particles (Cas9:sgRNA ratio of 1:1). Cell viability 

percentages of cells transfected with a, TRAC or b, TRBC2 at 48 hours post-transfection. Data are shown as means ± 

s.e.m. (n=5 biologically independent donors).
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Figure S4: CRISPR/Cas9-mediated dual gene KO in human CD8+ T cells using ribonucleoprotein (RNP) 

particles. After 48 hours of prestimulation, 5×105 human CD8+ T cells were subjected to nucleofection of 70 pmol 

CRISPR/Cas9 RNP particles with Cas9:sgRNA ratio 1:1 or 1:2. The symbols “+” and “++” indicate 70 and 140 pmol 

of target sgRNA being used in the corresponding group. 70 pmol of Cas9 protein was used in all experimental groups. 

a, Percentages of TCRα/βneg; b, CD3neg T cell population; and c, cell viability measured by 7-AAD staining measured 

by flow cytometric analysis after 48 hours following RNP nucleofection. Data are shown as means ± s.e.m. (n=5 

biologically independent donors). One-way ANOVA with Dunnett's’post-hoc. 
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Figure S5: Optimization of an efficient method to generate GFP+/TCRneg T cells using CRISPR/Cas9 RNP 

nucleofection. a, Schematic representation of a different non-viral strategy to generate GFP+/TCRneg cells including 

single nucleofection (upper) and sequential nucleofection of TRAC-targeting TCR-1 RNP and pmaxGFP without 

(middle) or with CD3 depletion (lower). After 48 hours of CD3/CD28 stimulation, 5×105 human CD8+ T cells were 

subjected to single electroporation of 70 pmol of TCR-1 RNP and 500 ng of pmaxGFP (b-d, left). Alternatively, 

sequential delivery of 70 pmol of TCR-1 RNP and 500 ng of pmaxGFP (after 24 hours) was performed on bulk 

CD3+/CD3neg cells (b–d, middle) or enriched CD3neg cells (b-d, right). b, Percentage of fractioned GFP+/CD3+ and 

GFP+/CD3neg T cells; c, percentage of total CD3+ T cells; and d, percentage of total GFP+ T cells analyzed by flow 

cytometry at 48 hours post-nucleofection. e, Percentage of fractioned GFP+/CD3+ and GFP+/CD3neg; f, total CD3+; 

g, total GFP+ T cells analyzed by flow cytometry; and h, total cell numbers of CD3neg population at 48 hours post-

nucleofection to compare the effect of CD3+ depletion. Data are shown as means ± s.e.m. (n=3-7 biologically 

independent donors); Student’s t-test: ***P<0.001. 
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Figure S6: Enhanced efficiency of single nucleofection of pmaxGFP/ CRISPR/Cas9 RNP for GFP+/TCRneg T 

cell production After 48 hours of CD3/CD28 stimulation, 5×105 human CD8+ T cells were subjected to single 

electroporation of 70 pmol of TCR-1, Programmed cell death protein 1 (PD-1)-targeting PD1-5, or scrambled RNP 

and 500 ng of pmaxGFP. After 48 hours of transfection, the percentage of a, GFP+/CD3+ and GFP+/CD3neg; b, total 

CD3+ and c, total GFP+ T cells were analyzed by flow cytometry. Data are shown as means ± s.e.m. (n=4 biologically 

independent donors); Student’s t-test: ***P<0.001. d, Cas9 dose-dependent study to assess its effect on GFP 

expression in T cells. After 48 hours of CD3/CD28 stimulation, 5×105 human CD8+ T cells. were subjected to single 

nucleofection of i) 70 pmol TCR-1 sgRNA, ii) indicated dose of Cas9 protein (17.5, 35, and 70 pmol), and iii) 500 ng 

of pmaxGFP plasmid. At 48 hours post-transfection, the percentages of GFP+/CD3neg (triangular purple line), total 

GFP+ (circular orange line), total CD3neg cells (squared blue line) were determined by flow cytometry. Data are shown 

as means ± s.e.m. (n=4 biologically independent donors); Student’s t-test: *** P<0.001 (*** = total GFP% of the 

indicated group compared to 70 pmol group) 
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Figure S7 Cell viability of GFP+/TCRneg T cells generated by CRISPR/Cas9 RNP-mediated nucleofection. After 

48 hours of CD3/CD28 stimulation, 5×105 human CD8+ T cells were subjected to single electroporation of 70 pmol 

of TCR-1 RNP and 500 ng of pmaxGFP. Alternatively, sequential delivery of 70 pmol of TCR-1 RNP and 500 ng of 

pmaxGFP (after 24 hours) was performed on bulk CD3+/CD3neg cells or enriched CD3neg cells. Cell viability of a, 

single nucleofection; b, sequential nucleofection; c, sequential nucleofection with CD3+ depletion; and d, comparative 

analysis of CD3+ depletion effects analyzed by flow cytometry at 48 hours post-nucleofection. Data are shown as 

means ± s.e.m. (left, single nucleofection, n=5 biologically independent donors; middle, sequential nucleofection, n=6 

biologically independent donors; right, sequential nucleofection with CD3+ depletion, n=7 biologically independent 

donors); Student’s t-test: *** P<0.001, **** P<0.0001; n.s. not significant. 
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Figure S8 Assessment of optimal dose of mcCD19-28z.CAR minicircle DNA for efficient transfection in T cells. 

5×105 human CD8+ T cells stimulated for 48 hours were transfected with indicated amounts of CD19-28z.CAR 

mcDNA. The next day, the cells were subjected to flow cytometry analysis to measure CAR+ and/or GFP+ (surrogate 

reporter) cells. a, Percentages of CAR+ T cells (through measuring GFP surrogate reporter expression, orange circular 

line) and cell viability (blue square line) with respect to the transfected dosages of CD19-28z.CAR mcDNA vector. 

b, Schematic representation of CD19-specific CAR and GFP surrogate reporter coexpression in human CD8+ T cells 

at 1 µg of mcCD19-28z.CAR minicircle DNA transfection. 
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Figure S9: CD19-28z.CAR/ TCR KO T cell production using single nucleofection or sequential nucleofection 

of mcCD19-28z.CAR DNA and TCR-1 RNPs. (a-c), After 48 hours of CD3/CD28 stimulation, 5×105 human CD8+ 

T cells were subjected to single electroporation of 70 pmol of TCR-1, or scrambled RNP and 1 µg of mcCD19-

28z.CAR DNA (i.e. single nucleofection method). (d), Alternatively, the cells were nucleofected with 70 pmol of 

TCR-1, or scrambled RNP on day 0, followed by transfection of 1 µg of mcCD19-28z.CAR DNA into these 

nucleofected cells on day 1 (i.e. sequential nucleofection method). The percentage of a, CAR+/CD3+ and 

CAR+/CD3neg; b, total CAR+ and c, total CD3+ T cells from CD19-specific CAR T cells obtained from single 

nucleofection of TCR RNP/mcCD19-28z.CAR vector were analyzed by flow cytometry. Data are shown as means ± 

s.e.m. (n=4 biologically independent donors); Student’s t-test: **P<0.01. d, Percentage of CAR+ population gated in 

CD3+ or CD3neg cell fraction analyzed by flow cytometry after 48 hours of transfection to determine the biased CAR 

transfection towards highly abundant population. Data are shown as means ± s.e.m. (n=6 biologically independent 

donors); Student’s t-test: *P<0.05; ***P<0.001. 
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Figure S10: Schematic representation of surface CD19 expression in different tumor cell lines. Following the 

indicated specific genetic modifications, all tumor cell lines used in this study were stained with APC-conjugated anti-

human CD19 antibody and subjected to flow cytometry analysis
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Figure S11: Assessment of in vitro antitumor activity of transiently transfected CD19-28z.CAR/TCR KO T cells 

in response to CD19 antigen. a. Representative flow cytometric profile of CD107a expression and b, CD107a median 

fluorescence intensity (MFI) in CD19-28z.CAR/TCR KO, CD19-28z.CAR/scrambled, mock/TCR KO, 

mock/scrambled T cells following 6-hour incubation with or without target tumor cells. Each numerator and 

denominator pair indicates the percentage of CD107a+ cells and total CD107a median fluorescent intensity (MFI), 

respectively, obtained from a specified condition. c, Time-response specific lysis of effector cells after 48- and 72-

hour incubations with CD19+ and control tumor cells. Data are shown as means ± s.e.m. (n=3 biologically independent 

donors); one-way ANOVA with Dunnett’s post-hoc; n.s., not significant; */#P<0.05; **/##P<0.01; ***/###P<0.001 

(*, compared to mock/TCR KO group; #, compared to mock/scrambled control group).   
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Figure S12: Production and characterization of CD19-specific CAR/TCR KO T cells using the non-viral 

CRISPR/Cas9 RNP-mcSB transposon platform for sustained CAR expression. (a-b), a, Cell viability after 24 of 

transfection. b, (left) total CAR+ cell percentage, and (right) fold expansion of CAR T cells generated from human 

CD8+ T cell over 6 weeks of culture using the conventional CAR T cell production method without early CAR+ 

enrichment. Data are shown as means ± s.e.m. (n=3 biologically independent donors). c, fold expansion of CAR T 

cells generated from human CD8+ T cell over 14 days of culture using the improved CAR T cell production method 

with early CAR+ enrichment. Data are shown as means ± s.e.m. (n=3 biologically independent donors). (d-f), 

Immunophenotyping analysis of, d, T cell memory markers, and e, PD1, CTLA4, and TIM3 immune checkpoint 

markers and f, fold expansion of CAR T cells of SB-CD19-28z.CAR/TCR KO and SB-CD19-28z.CAR/scrambled 

control T cells generated from human CD3+ T cells at 2 weeks post-culture using the improved CAR manufacturing 

approach with early CAR+ enrichment. Data are shown as means ± s.e.m. (n=3 biologically independent donors). 
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Figure S13: SB-CD19-28z.CAR/TCR KO and SB-CD19-28z.CAR/scrambled control T cells display similar SB 

transposon insertion patters with safety profiles. a, (upper) Integration site (IS) frequency in the various genomic 

features (i.e. upstream of TSS, within the gene coding regions (exon or intron) and downstream of a gene), (middle) 

IS frequency distribution across all chromosomes, and (lower) IS frequency relative to transcriptional start site (TSS) 

in kb. b, Polyclonal-monoclonal distance (PMD) clonal framework per sample (TCRKO = SB-CD19-28z.CAR/TCR 

KO; SCB = SB-CD19-28z.CAR/scrambled). c, Cumulative retrieval frequencies of the ten most prominent insertion 

sites detected in the SB-CD19-28z.CAR/TCR KO (upper) and SB-CD19-28z.CAR/scrambled control (lower) T cells.  
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Figure S14: Confirmation of the absence of SB transposon integration into TRAC double-stranded breaks sites 

in SB-CD19-28z.CAR/TCR KO T cells using PCR amplification and Sanger DNA sequencing analysis. a, 

Schematic representation to analyze SB-CD19-28z.CAR transposon integration into TRAC double-stranded breaks 

(DSBs) sites. TRAC DSB regions from gDNA of SB-CD19-28z.CAR/TCR KO cells was enriched using nested PCR 

amplification and subsequently subcloned into TOPO cloning plasmid to establish TRAC DSB DNA library. Each 

plasmid containing single TRAC DSB clone was used as template for detection of SB-CD19-28z.CAR transposon. b, 

PCR amplification assay of 109 TRAC DSB DNA library clones derived from SB-CD19-28z.CAR/TCR KO samples 

and, c, 15 TRAC DSB DNA library clones derived from SB-CD19-28z.CAR/scrambled samples (negative control) by 

using CAR-specific primers (Table S4). The red arrow indicates the expected DNA band (767 bp) when there is a 

presence of SB-CD19-28z.CAR transposon in gDNA samples. d, DNA sequence alignment of TRAC DSB clones 

obtained from Sanger DNA sequencing analysis. The uppermost DNA sequence in blue indicates the wildtype TRAC 

DNA sequence, and the red letter indicates base mutations.
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Figure S15: Assessment of in vitro antitumor activity of stably transfected SB-CD19-28z.CAR/TCR KO T cells 

in response to CD19 antigen. a, Representative flow cytometric profile of CD107a expression and b, CD107a median 

fluorescence intensity (MFI) in SB-CD19-28z.CAR/TCR KO, SB-CD19-28z.CAR/scrambled, mock/TCR KO, 

mock/scrambled T cells following 6-hour incubation with or without target tumor cells. Each numerator and 

denominator pair indicates the percentage of CD107a+ cells and total CD107a median fluorescent intensity (MFI), 

respectively, obtained from a specified condition. c, Time-response specific lysis of effector cells after 48- and 72-

hour incubations with CD19+ and control tumor cells. Data are shown as means ± s.e.m. (n=3 biologically independent 

donors); one-way ANOVA with Dunnett’s post-hoc; n.s., not significant; */#P<0.05; **/##P<0.01; ***/###P<0.001 

(*, compared to mock/TCR KO group; #, compared to mock/scrambled control group).
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Figure S16: SB-CD19-28z.CAR/TCR KO T cells suppressed CD19+ leukemic progression in vivo. a, 

Representative flow cytometric plot showing the presence of NALM6 tumor cells (indicated in black box) in bone 

marrow, spleen, and liver tissues of all treated groups at endpoint. b, Representative BLI of tumor development and 

from all groups at different timepoints from high-tumor burden experiment. The BLI signals were expressed in average 

radiance (ph/s/cm2/sr).
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Figure S17: Effects of single CAR stimulation and CAR/endogenous TCR co-stimulation on molecular 

signature of SB-CD19-28z.CAR/TCR KO and SB-CD19-28zCAR/scrambled T cells. a, Representative flow 

cytometric plot of ZAP70, PLCγ1, and p38 protein phosphorylation in CAR T cells after 24 hours of stimulation. b, 

Heat map and, (c-d), Quantitative analysis of RNA expression profiling of selected genes associated with PI3K 
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signaling pathway, apoptosis, metabolism; and cell proliferation in SB-CD19-28z.CAR/TCR KO and SB-CD19-

28z.CAR/scrambled T cells at 48 hours post-stimulation by (c) CAR-targeting NALM6, or (d) CAR/endogenous 

TCR-targeting NALM6 and anti-CD3. Differentially expressed genes (DEGs) was defined as the genes showing 

P<0.05 for differential expression and labelled in light yellow square. Red and blue indicate upregulation and 

downregulation of the genes normalized to the values from the resting states, respectively. Data are shown as means 

± s.e.m. (n=3 biologically independent donors); Student’s t test; n.s., not significant; *P<0.05; **P<0.01; ***P<0.001; 

****P<0.0001. 
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Figure S18: Schematic summary of SB-CD19-28z.CAR/TCR KO T cell molecular profile upon dual CAR and 

endogenous TCR co-signaling. Despite the presence of TCR and CAR ligands, SB-CD19-28z.CAR/TCR KO T cells 

fails to activate endogenous TCR due to CRISPR/Cas9-mediated TRAC gene disruption (blue dotted arrow), and only 

CAR signal is transduced to activate the downstream pathways (orange solid arrow). This results in i) reduced tyrosine 

kinase ZAP70 (ZAP70) and phospholipase C-γ1 (PLCγ1) signaling protein phosphorylation, and ii) transcriptional 

alteration of PI3K signaling pathway and its downstream cellular processes including cell proliferation, apoptosis and 
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metabolism compared to SB-CD19-28z.CAR/scrambled T cell. Gene upregulation and downregulation of SB-CD19-

28z.CAR/TCR KO T cell versus SB-CD19-28z.CAR/scrambled T cell were in red and green symbols, respectively. 
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